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SEMICONDUCTOR QUANTUM STRUCTURES for
ULTRAVIOLET-to-INFRARED MULTI-BAND RADIATION
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by
GAMINI ARIYAWANSA
Under the direction of Unil Perera
ABSTRACT

In this work, multi-band (multi-color) detector structures considering diﬀerent
semiconductor device concepts and architectures are presented. Results on detectors operating in ultraviolet-to-infrared regions (UV-to-IR) are discussed. Multi-band detectors are
based on quantum dot (QD) structures; which include quantum-dots-in-a-well (DWELL),
tunneling quantum dot infrared photodetectors (T-QDIPs), and bi-layer quantum dot infrared photodetectors (Bi-QDIPs); and homo-/heterojunction interfacial workfunction internal photoemission (HIWIP/HEIWIP) structures. QD-based detectors show multi-color
characteristics in mid- and far-infrared (MIR/FIR) regions, where as HIWIP/HEIWIP detectors show responses in UV or near-infrared (NIR) regions, and MIR-to-FIR regions.
In DWELL structures, InAs QDs are placed in an InGaAs/GaAs quantum well
(QW) to introduce photon induced electronic transitions from energy states in the QD to
that in QW, leading to multi-color response peaks. One of the DWELL detectors shows
response peaks at ∼ 6.25 µm, ∼ 10.5 µm and ∼ 23.3 µm. In T-QDIP structures, photoexcited carriers are selectively collected from InGaAs QDs through resonant tunneling, while
the dark current is blocked using AlGaAs/InGaAsAlGaAs/ blocking barriers placed in the

structure. A two-color T-QDIP with photoresponse peaks at 6 and 17 µm operating at
room temperature and a 6 THz detector operating at 150 K are presented. Bi-QDIPs consist of two layers of InAs QDs with diﬀerent QD sizes. The detector exhibits three distinct
peaks at 5.6, 8.0, and 23.0 µm.
A typical HIWIP/HEIWIP detector structure consists of a single (or series of)
doped emitter(s) and undoped barrier(s), which are placed between two highly doped contact layers. The dual-band response arises from interband transitions of carriers in the
undoped barrier and intraband transitions in the doped emitter. Two HIWIP detectors,
p-GaAs/GaAs and p-Si/Si, showing interband responses with wavelength thresholds at 0.82
and 1.05 µm, and intraband responses with zero response thresholds at 70 and 32 µm,
respectively, are presented. HEIWIP detectors based on n-GaN/AlGaN show an interband
response in the UV region and intraband response in the 2-14 µm region. A GaN/AlGaN
detector structure consisting of three electrical contacts for separate UV and IR active regions is proposed for simultaneous measurements of the two components of the photocurrent
generated by UV and IR radiation.

INDEX WORDS: Infrared Detectors, Multi-Color Detectors, Multi-Spectral, Dual-Band,
Ultraviolet Detectors, Terahertz Detectors, Quantum Dot, Quantum Well, Resonant Tunneling, Double-Barrier, Dark Current Blocking, III-V Material, InAs, InGaAs, InAlAs,
GaAs, AlGaAs, GaN, AlGaN, Si, Homojunction, Heterojunction, Workfunction, Photoemission, Impurity States.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

The rapid development of infrared (IR) detector technology, which primarily includes device physics, semiconductor material growth and characterization, and microelectronics, has led to new concepts like target recognition and tracking systems.1, 2 Among
these concepts, multi-band radiation detection is being developed as an important tool to
be employed in many practical applications. Detecting an object’s infrared emission at multiple wavelengths can be used to eliminate background eﬀects,3 and reconstruct the object’s
absolute temperature4 and unique features. This plays an important role in diﬀerentiating
and identifying an object from its background. However, measuring multiple wavelength
bands typically requires either multiple detectors or a single broad-band detector with a
ﬁlter wheel coupled to it in order to ﬁlter incident radiation from diﬀerent wavelength
regions. Both of these techniques are associated with complicated detector assemblies, separate cooling systems, electronic components, and optical elements such as lenses, ﬁlters,
and beam splitters. Consequently, such sensor systems (or imaging systems) involve ﬁne optical alignments, which in turn require a sophisticated control mechanism hardware. These
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complications naturally increase the cost and the load of the sensor system, a problem which
can be overcome by a single detector responding in multiple bands. The multi-spectral features obtained with multi-band detectors are processed using color fusion algorithms1 in
order to extract signatures of the object with a maximum contrast. With the development
of multi-band detector systems, there is an increased research1, 5 eﬀort to develop image
fusion techniques. Fay et al.1 have reported a color-fusion technique using a multi-sensor
imagery system, which assembled four separate detectors operating in diﬀerent wavelength
regions. The major goal of my study is to investigate multi-band detection concepts and
develop high performance multi-band detectors.
At present, there are many applications where multi-band detectors are required.
In land-mine detection3 the number of false positives can be reduced using multi-spectral
approaches, allowing the the identiﬁcation of real land-mine sites. Military applications
include the use of multi-band detectors to detect muzzle ﬂashes, which emit radiation in
diﬀerent wavelength regions,6 to locate the position of enemy troops and operating combat vehicles. Multi-band focal plane arrays (FPAs) responding in very-long-wavelength
infrared (VLWIR) region (14-30 µm) can be used for space surveillance and space situational awareness,2 where observations of extremely faint objects against a dark background are required. Present missile-warning sensors are built focusing on the detection of
ultraviolet (UV) emission by missile plume. However, with modern missiles, attempting to
detect the plume is impractical due to its low UV emission. As a solution, IR emission7
of the plume can be used instead of UV. Then the detector system should be able to distinguish the missile plume against its complex background, avoiding possible false-alarms.
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Thus, a single band detector would not be a choice to achieve this. Using a two-color
(or multi-color) detector, which operates in two IR bands where the missile plume emits
radiation, the contrast between the missile plume and the background can be maximized.
Moreover, a multi-band detector can be used as a remote thermometer4 where the object’s
radiation emission in the two wavelength bands is detected by a multi-band detector and
the resulting two components of the photocurrent can be solved to extract the object’s
temperature.
In addition to multi-band detector development, this study focused also on the
investigation of terahertz detectors. The use of terahertz radiation as a tool for characterization of materials has been widely demonstrated. Applications can be found in various
ﬁelds such as medicine, industry, security, astronomy, and atmospheric studies. Some examples include cancer/tumor detection, non-destructive testing8 , toxic/chemical detection,
and gas sensing. The key advantage of terahertz radiation in these areas is the ability to
penetrate and distinguish between diﬀerent non-metallic materials. The terahertz range is
especially useful in gas sensing. A terahertz detector can be coupled with a laser tuned to
the frequency of the absorption line of the gas to be detected (ﬁngerprint of the gas). The
ﬁngerprints of a large number of gases fall in the range of 0.5-3 THz.
In this dissertation, multi-band detectors were investigated based on three Quantum Dot (QD) based device structures: (i) Quantum Dots-in-a-Well (DWELL), (ii) Tunneling Quantum Dot Infrared Photodetector (T-QDIP), and (iii) Bi-Layer Quantum Dot Photodetector (Bi-QDIP); and dual-band detectors were developed based on Homo-Heterojunction
Interfacial Workfunction Internal Photoemission (HIWIP/HEIWIP) detector structures. In
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Chapters 2, 3, and 4, QD-based detector structures are presented discussing device design
aspects and ﬁgures of merit of the detectors. A characteristic feature of any quantum dot
infrared photodetector (QDIP), where the quantum dots (QDs) have a well controlled size
distribution, is that they result in narrow spectral response peaks. The detection mechanism
is based on intersubband transitions of carriers between the energy states in the structure.
Depending on the design, there can be more than one bound state in the system. As a
result, QDIPs can yield several response peaks, which can then be called a “multi-color”
detector. In Chapter 2, three-color DWELL detectors having diﬀerent well widths are presented. Three DWELL detectors (1388, 1373, and 1299) with diﬀerent quantum well (QW)
widths have been characterized, showing response peaks at three distinct wavelengths in
mid-wavelength infrared (MWIR), long-wavelength infrared (LWIR), and VLWIR regions.
For example, the detector 1388 has peak wavelengths at 6.25, 10.5, and 23.3 µm. The
operating wavelength of these detectors in the short wavelength region can be tailored by
changing the width of the QW. Results on a two-color T-QDIP with photoresponse peaks
at 6 and 17 µm operating at room temperature, and a terahertz T-QDIP responding at 6
THz (50 µm) and operating up to 150 K are presented in Chapter 3. A Bi-QDIP detector
structure, in which there are two sizes of quantum dots, is presented in Chapter 4. Each QD
layer in Bi-QDIP structure yields one or two response peaks, showing multi-color detection.
Dual-band HIWIP structures based on GaAs and Si material systems, which respond in the NIR and far infrared (FIR) regions, are discussed in Chapter 5. A typical HIWIP/HEIWIP detector structure consists of a single (or series of) doped emitter(s) followed
by an undoped barrier(s) between two highly doped contact layers. The primary diﬀerence
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between HIWIP and HEIWIP comes in the emitter and barrier material. HIWIPs have the
same material in the emitter and the barrier, while HEIWIPs have materials with diﬀerent
bandgaps in the emitter and the barrier. In Chapter 6, HEIWIP UV/IR dual-band detector
structures with n-doped GaN emitters and undoped Alx Ga1−x N barriers are presented. In
both HIWIP and HEIWIP dual-band detectors, there are two detection mechanisms leading to dual-band response: (i) interband (valence-to-conduction) transitions of carriers in
the undoped barrier leading to NIR or UV response, and (ii) intraband transitions in the
doped emitter resulting in a response in mid infrared (MIR)-to-FIR region. The wavelength
threshold of the interband response depends on the band gap of the barrier material, and
the MIR/FIR response due to intraband transitions in the emitter can be tailored by adjusting the workfunction in emitter/barrier junction. The p-GaAs/GaAs HIWIP detector
has wavelength thresholds in the NIR and FIR regions at 0.82 and 70 µm. For a p-Si/Si
HIWIP detector, the NIR and FIR wavelength thresholds were observed at 1.05 and 32 µm,
respectively. Preliminary n-GaN/Alx Ga1−x N HIWIP detectors with x = 0.026, and 0.1,
were successfully demonstrated with a ∼ 360 nm threshold UV response at temperatures
up to 300 K and 8-14, 3-13 µm IR responses at 80 K. In addition to the photoresponse
due to the primary mechanism in the structure, impurity-related response peaks, which are
superimposed on the primary response, were also observed. These features are discussed in
detail in each chapter.
The predominant drawback of multi-band detectors is their inability to separate
the photocurrent components corresponding to diﬀerent wavelength bands without using
external optical ﬁlters. Detector structures with multi-stack active regions9 and bias se-
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lective response peaks10 allow simultaneous measurements of the photocurrent components
generated by each detection mechanism without the use of external ﬁlters. In order to
separate the UV and IR photocurrent components without using external ﬁlters and measure the two components simultaneously, a GaN/AlGaN device structure having separate
UV and IR active regions with three contacts (one contact speciﬁc to each region and one
contact common for both regions) is proposed in Chapter 6. In this approach, no signiﬁcant
IR photocurrent from the UV active region or UV photocurrent from the IR active region
is expected. Preliminary experimental results are in good agreement with the predicted
results.
In addition to the afore mentioned multi-spectral detection and terahertz applications, these detectors are also useful in numerous applications such as night vision, spectroscopy, environmental monitoring, medical diagnostics, battleﬁeld-imaging, space astronomy, and ﬁre detection. In astronomy, where infrared technology plays a dominant role in
observing celestial objects, the NIR response of the detector can be used to observe cooler
red objects and FIR can detect cold objects such as comets, planets, and interstellar dust.

Chapter 2
Multi-Band Quantum Dots-in-a-Well
(DWELL) Infrared Photodetectors

2.1

Introduction
In the ﬁeld of IR detector technology, quantum dot infrared photodetectors (QDIPs)

have attracted the attention of researchers looking to develop infrared optoelectronic devices
with improved performance. Compared to quantum well infrared photodetectors (QWIPs),
QDIPs have additional degrees of conﬁnement, leading to three major advantages11 : (i)
QDIPs are sensitive to normal-incidence IR radiation, which is forbidden in n-type QWIPs
due to polarization selection rules, (ii) QDIPs exhibit long eﬀective carrier lifetime, ∼100’s
of picoseconds, which has been predicted by theory12 and conﬁrmed by experiments13 , and
(iii) QDIPs exhibit low dark current. Theoretically, QDIPs should show improved performance characteristics such as high responsivity, high detectivity, and high operating
temperatures. However, such dramatic improvement in the performance of QDIPs has not
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been demonstrated as of yet due to the fact that the detection in most QDIPs is based on
bound-to-continuum transitions, as opposed to transitions between the ground-state and
the ﬁrst excited-state in a QD.
QDIPs ranging from single element detectors14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19 to FPAs10, 20, 21 have
previously been developed. In addition to the afore mentioned advantages, QDIPs show
improved radiation hardness22, 23 and polarization sensitive spectral responses.24, 25 QDIPs
operating at temperatures above 77 K

26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 15, 31

justify investing in development

of uncooled IR imaging systems. In a recent work, Matthews et al.32 reported extremely
long carrier lifetime in a DWELL detector, which also exhibits a photoconductive gain of
104 -105 in the 20-100 K temperature range. In addition to InAs/GaAs (or InGaAs/GaAs)
system, QDIPs are developed using SiGe/Si33, 34, 35 and GaN/AlN36 material systems. The
behaviour of QDs under an applied magnetic ﬁeld37, 38 has recently become a point of
interest for understanding the physics of QDs as well as future magnetic devices.
In a quantum dots-in-a-well (DWELL) structure, InAs QDs are placed in a thin
InGaAs QW, which in turn is positioned in a GaAs matrix18 . The DWELL heterostructure
provides better conﬁnement for carriers trapped in the QD by lowering the ground-state of
the QD with respect to the GaAs band edge, resulting in low thermionic emission. There
can be one or more conﬁned energy states in the QD, with the position and separation of
energy states dependent on the size of the QD as well as the conﬁnement potential. The
detection mechanism of a DWELL detector involves the photoexcitation of electrons from
the QD ground-state to an excited-state in either the QD or QW. Energy states associated
with the QW can be bound, quasi-bound, or part of the continuum. These diﬀerent possible
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transitions lead to the multi-color characteristic in the spectral response of detectors. A
schematic diagram of a DWELL conduction band proﬁle is shown in Fig. 2.1, along with
diﬀerent transitions between energy states as indicated by the arrows. The photocurrent,
a result of photoexcited carriers, is proportional to the product of the oscillator strength
and the carrier escape probability. Escape probability can be increased by applying an
external electric ﬁeld. A response peak resulting from a bound-to-bound transition has a
larger oscillator strength and a smaller escape probability than a response peak resulting
from a bound-to-continuum transition. Hence, a bound-to-continuum peak can be observed
even at low biases, whereas, a bound-to-bound peak dominates at high applied ﬁelds due to
the enhanced escape probability by ﬁeld-assisted tunneling. The states in the QD and the
QW can be adjusted independently by changing the parameters associated with each. As a
result, DWELL structures open up the possibility of diﬀerent device architecture, leading
to optimized multi-band IR detectors.
In this section, three-color InAs/InGaAs DWELL detectors,39 with diﬀerent well
widths, are discussed. Three DWELL detectors (labeled as 1388, 1373 and 1299) with
diﬀerent well widths (120 Å , 110 Å and 90 Å respectively) were characterized showing
response peaks at three distinct wavelengths in the MWIR, LWIR, and VLWIR regions.
Detector 1388 has peak wavelengths at ∼ 6.25 µm, ∼ 10.5 µm and ∼ 23.3 µm. All observed
peaks correspond to the energy diﬀerence of the intersubband transitions in the DWELL
heterostructure. The two peaks at 6.25 µm and 10.5 µm are correspond to bound-to-bound
transitions from the ground-state in the QD to a state in the QW, whereas the longer
wavelength peak (∼ 23.3 µm) is due to an intersubband transition between QD levels. The
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Figure 2.1: IR Conduction band proﬁle of the DWELL structure (a) under zero bias and (b) under
a negative bias (top-contact is negative). The energy states corresponding to possible transitions
leading to spectral response peaks are indicated by arrows.
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√
23.3 µm peak has a detectivity of 7.9×1010 cm Hz/W at 4.6 K under -2.2 V bias. Spectral
response in detector 1388 has been observed up to 80 K. The operating wavelength of these
detectors in the MWIR and LWIR regions can be tailored by changing the width of the QW.
When the width of the QW is increased, the two peaks in MWIR and LWIR regions show
a red-shift, while the VLWIR peak remains around ∼ 23.3 µm. This observation conﬁrms
the origin of each response peak.

2.2

DWELL Device Structure
The DWELL detectors were grown40 in a VG-80 solid source molecular beam epi-

taxy (MBE) system with a cracked As2 source at the University of New Mexico. The GaAs
layers were grown at a substrate temperature Tsub = 580 ◦ C, whereas the In0.15 Ga0.85 As
QW and the InAs QDs were grown at Tsub = 480 ◦ C as measured by an optical pyrometer.
Using standard lithography, metal evaporation and wet etching techniques, n − i − n detector mesas were fabricated for top-side illumination. Mesas with various circular optically
active areas (diameter ranging from 25-300 µm) were fabricated to test for leakage current
and uniformity. More details of the growth process are described in Ref.40 .
The design for the detector structure 1388 is shown in Fig. 2.2. The QDs were
doped n-type with Silicon to a sheet density of 5×1011 cm−2 , which corresponds to about
1 electron per QD. The QW was not intentionally doped. It has been found41 that the
optimal doping concentration for DWELL detectors, which is the doping when the detector
performance is optimum, corresponds to about one electron per QD. The size of the QDs,
which is a critical parameter in the detector design, is controlled by the growth conditions,
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Figure 2.2: Schematics of the dot-in-a-well detector structure. The width of the QW, i.e. the
combined thickness of In0.15 Ga0.85 As layers (indicated as “w” in the ﬁgure), is diﬀerent for each
detector. Structures 1299,1373 and 1388 have well widths of 90, 110, and 120 Å respectively, while
all other parameters are the same.
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especially the temperature and growth rate (controlled by the ﬂow rate). Any inhomogeneous QD size ﬂuctuation would result in a broadening of the corresponding spectral band.
There is a 2-D distribution of QDs on a plane perpendicular to the growth direction; the
formation of QDs on top of another QD is not possible since there is no barrier to separate
two QD layers. The width of the QW, i.e. the combined thickness of In0.15 Ga0.85 As layers,
is denoted by “w”. The other two detectors (1373 and 1299) are identical to the 1388
detector except for the width of the QW. In 1373 and 1299 structures, the thickness of the
bottom In0.15 Ga0.85 As layer is 50 Å and 30 Å, while the top In0.15 Ga0.85 As layer thickness
stays the same (60 Å); thus providing 110 and 90 Å well width, respectively. There are ten
periods of In0.15 Ga0.85 As/n-InAs/In0.15 Ga0.85 As in each of the detector structures. Square
mesa devices with 400×400 µm dimensions were processed; and a 300 µm diameter opening
was left in the top-contact for front-side illumination. Photoluminescence measurements of
ground-state transition of the QD (1.25 µm at T = 300 K) with a 60 : 40 conduction to
valence band ratio, were used to estimate that the ground-state of the QD is approximately
250 meV below the GaAs band edge. There can be at least two bound states in the QD and
one conﬁned state in the QW19 , as shown in Fig. 2.1. Possible transitions of carriers leading
to the spectral response peaks are also indicated by arrows. The detectors were processed
and contacts were wire-bonded to chip carriers, and the spectral response was obtained for
normal incidence radiation using a Perkin Elmer System 2000 Fourier Transform Infrared
(FTIR) spectrometer, and calibrated by a reference spectrum obtained with a Si composite
bolometer with the same set of optical components. For more details, see Appendix A:
Device Characterization.
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A model for energy level calculations of a DWELL system is proposed by Amtout
et al.42 DWELL structures with diﬀerent QDs have been tested experimentally and electronic spectra obtained by the model are in good agreement with the experimental results.
Transmission electron microscopy showed pyramidal shaped QDs. The Hamiltonian for a
system with a quasi-zero-dimensional QD placed in a two-dimensional QW is deﬁned with
a potential energy consisting of four components: the potential energy in the QD region,
the potential energy in the QW region, the potential energy in the barrier region, and the
potential arising from the applied electric ﬁeld. The eigenfunctions of the Hamiltonian
are derived using a Bessel function expansion. The model was applied to two DWELL
detectors. The DWELL detectors have QDs with base dimensions of 110 and 140 Å and
heights of 65 and 50 Å, respectively. The spacing between the ﬁrst and second energy levels
obtained from the model are 132 and 150 meV, whereas experimental analysis showed the
energy spacing to be 123 and 140 meV, respectively. Although the energy states are shifted
by the electrostatic potential from the bias ﬁeld, the energy spacing between the ﬁrst two
energy states does not change on the applied electric ﬁeld. This was observed in spectral
responsivity of many DWELL detectors.

2.3

Experimental Results and Eﬀects of the Well Width on
Response Peaks
In order to understand the DWELL device architecture, electronic spectrum, and

photoexcitations leading to response peaks, the three detectors were characterized and
results were compared.39 First, the dark current-voltage (I-V) characteristics of all three
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Figure 2.3: A comparison of dark current-voltage (I-V) characteristics of all three structures at
4.6 K. The mesas tested have the same electrical area. The 1388 detector showed the lowest dark
current, and a decrease of dark current is observed as the width of the QW increases.
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structures were obtained and compared, as shown in Fig. 2.3 (the measurement technique
is explained in Appendix A). The 1388 detector shows the lowest dark current, and it
increases when the width of the QW increases. All three detectors exhibit three distinct
peaks (three colors). The results for 1388 detector under diﬀerent bias voltages are shown in
Fig. 2.4. A band diagram with corresponding transitions, indicated by arrows, is shown in
the inset to Fig. 2.4. The origin of each peak is explained in detail in the following sections.
The spectral response of the three detectors in the range 3-15 µm is shown in
Fig. 2.5. The two curves presented for each detector correspond to -0.5 V and -1.4 V
bias values. All three detectors have two distinct peaks in this wavelength range. The
1299 detector exhibits its ﬁrst peak at ∼4.2 µm and the second peak at ∼8.1 µm. A
semi-empirical estimate, based on the photoluminescence spectra with a 60:40 split of the
bandgap diﬀerence, gives the energy separation between the ground-state of the QD and
the conduction band edge of GaAs to be 225-250 meV (∼4.9-5.5 µm). Hence, the 4.2 µm
peak is probably due to transitions from the ground-state of the QD to the continuum state
of the QW and the second peak is due to transitions from the ground-state of the QD to a
bound state in the QW as shown in Fig. 2.1. Moreover, it has been shown43 that the line
width (λ/λ) of a peak due to transitions from bound-to-bound states is narrower than
that of transitions from bound-to-continuum states. The line width of the 4.2 µm peak is
about 42%, whereas the line width of the 8.1 µm peak is about 28%; and this observation
is consistent with the above description. Also, the bound-to-continuum peak (at 4.2 µm) is
seen even at low bias values, whereas the bound-to-bound peak (at 8.1 µm) dominates at
high bias voltages due to increased escape probability by ﬁeld assisted tunneling.
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Figure 2.4: Three color response of 1388 detector under diﬀerent bias voltages at 4.6 K. The band
diagram with the corresponding transitions indicated by arrows are shown in the inset.
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Figure 2.5: The ﬁrst two peaks of the three detectors biased with -1.4 V and -0.5 V at 4.6 K. Arrows
indicate the peak positions and × sign implies that the curve has been multiplied by the number
indicated.
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When the width of the QW is increased, the energy spacing between the levels in
the QW decreases causing a red-shift of the ﬁrst two peaks. The results for detectors 1299
and 1388 support this idea. The 1388 detector exhibits a quasi-bound state close to the
band edge of the GaAs barrier, and hence, the ﬁrst peak of 1388 is due to transitions from
the ground-state of the QD to a quasi-bound state in the QW. This can be conﬁrmed by
the red-shift and narrower line width of the ﬁrst peak of 1388 as compared to the ﬁrst peak
of 1299. Based on width of the QW in detector 1373, its peaks are expected to be located in
between the peaks of detectors 1299 and 1388. However, the experiment showed a longer redshift than expected in both ﬁrst and second peaks of detector 1373 with respect to detector
1299. This discrepancy in the result for detector 1373 could be explained by an unintentional
change in the QD size during the growth process. Furthermore, several unexplained features
in the responsivity spectra, such as line-splitting, were also observed. Based on doping
concentration and sheet density of QDs, it has been found that a single QD consists of
one electron18 . Multiple electrons within a QD could lead to a splitting of photo response
peaks due to intralevel and interlevel Coulomb interactions44 . Therefore, the secondary
peaks superimposed on the primary peaks may result from either diﬀerent QD sizes in the
same DWELL structure or Coulomb interactions between multiple electrons in the QD.
The expected red-shift due to Coulomb interaction with an applied electric ﬁeld could be
compensated by the blue-shift due to the Stark eﬀect.44 Splitting of absorption peaks is also
possible through inter-dot coupling,45 which depends on the random distribution of QDs.
The spectral responsivity of the third peak of 1388 in the VLWIR region under
diﬀerent applied bias ﬁelds is shown in Fig. 2.6. From 8-band k.p modeling46 , it is found
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Figure 2.6: VLWIR response of 1388 at diﬀerent bias values (negative indicates that the top-contact
is negative). The band diagram represents the transition leading to the response. The inset shows
the responsivity at high temperature (79 K).
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Figure 2.7: Variation of the peak responsivity of 1388 detector with applied bias. Variation of the
conduction band proﬁle with applied bias (electric ﬁeld) shows that excited electrons escape through
the barrier by ﬁeld-assistant tunneling.
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that the energy separation between states in the QDs, with a base diameter of 20 nm and
a height of 7-8 nm, is about 50-60 meV. Thus, the VLWIR peak at ∼ 23.3 µm is probably
due to transitions between two bound states within the QD. The energy level diagram
corresponding to this transition is shown in the inset to Fig. 2.6. The variation of peak
responsivity of the 23.3 µm peak with the bias voltage is given in Fig. 2.7. As shown in
the energy band diagrams in the inset, carriers excited from the ground-state to the ﬁrst
excited-state in the QD have to tunnel through the QW ﬁrst and then through the barrier
into the continuum, in order to be collected by the external circuit. With increasing ﬁeld
strength, the barrier is pulled down strongly allowing the excited carriers to tunnel through
a thinner barrier. This leads to ﬁeld-assisted tunneling, where the applied ﬁeld increases
the escape probability of excited carriers. As a result, the experimental response curves
show a drastic increase in response when the reverse bias is increased from -1.0 V to -2.4
V. Moreover, the peak at 23.3 µm is broader than that expected for a bound-to-bound
transition in the QD. This is attributed to the 10% size ﬂuctuation of the QDs during self
assemble growth process.
Figures of merit of the three detectors (1299, 1373, and 1388) under the optimum
operating conditions are given in Table 2.1. The VLWIR peak of 1373 could be obtained up
to 60 K, while the VLWIR peaks of 1299 and 1388 were observed up to 80 K. The highest
√
detectivity at 23.3 µm, ∼ 7.9 × 1010 cm Hz/W , was obtained for 1388 at 4.6 K under a
√
-2.2 V bias. At 80 K, the maximum detectivity was 3.2 × 108 cm Hz/W at 80 K under
a -1.4 V bias. At 23.3 µm, the 1388 detector exhibits lower responsivity and a lower noise
current than those of 1299 (a comparison of dark current is given in Fig. 2.3), resulting in
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Figure 2.8: Spectral response of the VLWIR peak for all three detectors at 4.6 K under -1.4 V bias
(-23.7, -22.9, and -22.5 kVcm−1 ﬁeld for 1299, 1373, and 1388, respectively). The peak occurs at
approximately the same wavelength ( 23.3 µm) for both the 1299 and 1388 detectors. Changing the
width of the QW does not aﬀect the energy states in the QD, thus conﬁrming that the VLWIR peak
is due to transitions between QD states.
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Detector
Number

Well Width
( Å )

1299

90

1373

110

1388

120

λpeak
(µm)
4.2
8.1
23.3
6.25
9.7
25.5
6.25
10.5
23.3

Responsivity
(mA/W)
3.9
14.0
60.2
3.0
12.9
3.8
1.8
2.8
25.6

Detectivity
√
(cm Hz/W )
1.1 × 109
3.9 × 109
1.9 × 1010
5.4 × 109
2.3 × 1010
6.9 × 109
6.2 × 109
1.7 × 1010
6.6 × 1010

Table 2.1: Responsivity and detectivity of each peak of 1299, 1373, and 1388 detectors at 4.6 K with
-1.4 V bias (∼ −22.5 kVcm−1 ﬁeld). The MWIR and LWIR peaks for all detectors were observed up
to 80 K, whereas the VLWIR peak of 1373 could be obtained up to 60 K, while the VLWIR peaks
of 1299 and 1388 were observed up to 80 K.
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a higher detectivity for 1388 than for 1299. The improvement in operating temperature of
VLWIR response (up to 80 K), compared with a typical VLWIR QWIP47 operating at ∼
10-20 K, demonstrates the beneﬁt of having a quasi-zero dimensional QD conﬁnement.
As shown in Fig. 2.8, the VLWIR peaks occur approximately at the same wavelength ( 23.3 µm) for both the 1299 and 1388 detectors. Changing the width of the QW
does not aﬀect the energy states in the QD, thus conﬁrming that the FIR peak is due to
transitions between QD states. However, the VLWIR peak of 1373 appears at 25.5 µm, as
shown in Fig. 2.8, showing a red-shift with respect to the VLWIR peaks of 1299 and 1388.
This observation was attributed to the unintentional increase of QD size in detector 1373
during the growth process, resulting in a decreased energy spacing between the ground and
the ﬁrst excited-states in the QD. In addition, this would also decrease the energy spacing between the ground-state in the QD and the bound state in the QW. As a result, the
ﬁrst two peaks will appear at longer wavelengths than expected. This was observed in the
spectral response curves of the 1373 detector (see Fig. 2.5).

2.4

Conclusion
All the peaks of DWELL detectors are based on transitions between energy states

in the QD and the QW. The operating wavelength in the MWIR and LWIR ranges can be
tailored by varying the applied bias. Detectors can be designed by changing the well width
or the size of the QD so that they can be operated at diﬀerent wavelengths depending on
the applications. Normal incidence and high temperature operation in the VLWIR region
are advantages of DWELL detectors over n-type QWIPs.

Chapter 3
Tunneling Quantum Dot Infrared
Photodetectors (T-QDIPs)

3.1

Introduction
At present, commercially available IR detectors work at cryogenic temperatures,

thus single element devices and FPAs made of these detectors require cryogenic coolers.
These detector systems are complicated, bulky, and very expensive. The most eﬀective way
to overcome these drawbacks would be the development of IR detectors capable of operating at room temperature. However, the development of room temperature IR detectors is
a challenge as the rate of thermal excitations leading to the dark current increases exponentially with temperature. While a QD-based structure is a potential choice, conventional
QDIP structures have not shown adequate performance above 150 K. At temperatures above
150 K electron occupation is dominated by the excited-states in the QD; and as a result,
the reduction in the dark current is not signiﬁcant. As a solution, a new QD-based device
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architecture48 was explored, demonstrating room temperature IR detection.
Aslan et al.49 have recently observed resonant tunneling through a QD layer. In
general, any device structure designed to reduce the dark current will also reduce the
photocurrent.

A novel design, the tunneling quantum dot infrared photodetector (T-

QDIP)48, 46, 50, 51, 52 can counteract this problem using resonant tunneling to selectively
collect the photocurrent generated within the quantum dots, while the tunneling-barriers
(double-barrier system) block the majority of carriers contributing to the dark current.
The limited operating temperature of detectors is associated with the dark current, which
in turn related to the detector response wavelength region. Ideally, the resonant tunneling
approach can be used to develop IR detectors operating at high temperatures irrespective of
the response wavelength region. In this chapter, the characteristics of the room temperature
T-QDIP, showing two color response at wavelengths of ∼6 and ∼17 µm are discussed.
Technically, a T-QDIP structure can be considered as an extended DWELL structure. That is, a DWELL structure coupled with a double-barrier system transforms to
a T-QDIP structure, which have several advantages over DWELL. Conventional QDIPs
have low inherent dark current, which can be further reduced using DWELL. Compared to
DWELL, T-QDIPs exhibit low dark current due to dark current blocking by the doublebarrier system. As a result, T-QDIPs have the potential to achieve higher operating temperatures. Additionally, photocurrent ﬁltering by means of resonant tunneling in T-QDIPs
oﬀers a solution for low quantum eﬃciency, observed in other QD-based devices.
Quantum eﬃciency can be increased further through resonant cavity enhancement,
which increases the absorption in the active region without increasing the dark current.
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In addition, several other important properties of T-QDIPs include the tunability of the
operating wavelength and the multi-color (band) nature of the photoresponse based on
diﬀerent transitions in the structure. The operating wavelength can be tailored by changing
the parameters of the QW, QD, and double-barrier system. Using transitions between the
energy levels of the QD and the energy levels of the QW, it is possible to obtain detectors
with multiple distinct response peaks.

3.2

T-QDIP Structure and Theoretical Background
Incorporating resonant tunneling into QDIP structures reduces the dark current

without reducing the photocurrent leading to high performances such as high responsivity,
high detectivity and high operating temperatures. A typical T-QDIP consists of InGaAs
QDs embedded in a AlGaAs/GaAs QW coupled to a AlGaAs/InGaAs/AlGaAs doublebarrier system. The conduction band proﬁle of a T-QDIP structure under an applied reverse
bias is shown in Fig. 3.1. Pulizzi et al.53 has reported resonant tunneling phenomena for a
similar QD-based structure coupled with a double-barrier. The photocurrent generated by
a transition from a state in the QD (E1 , E2 or E3 ) to a state in the QW (denoted as the
resonant-state, Er , as this state is associated with resonance tunneling) that is coupled with
a state in the double-barrier system can be collected by resonant tunneling. The doublebarrier system blocks the majority of the carriers contributing to the dark current (carriers
excited to any state other than the resonant-state in the QW). It can be shown that the
tunneling probability is near unity for carriers excited by radiation with energy equal to the
energy diﬀerence between the QD ground-state and the resonant-state.
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Figure 3.1: Schematic diagram of the conduction band proﬁle of a T-QDIP structure under a bias.
E1 , E2 and E3 are the energy level positions in the QD with respect to the resonant-state Er . The
photocurrent generated by a transition from a state in the QD (E1 , E2 or E3 ) to a state in the QW
(denoted as the resonant-state, Er , since this state is associated with resonance tunneling), which is
coupled with a state in the double-barrier system can be collected by resonant tunneling.
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The ﬁrst step in designing a T-QDIP is the calculation of the QD energy levels
using the 8-band k.p model46 . This model uses the strain in the QD calculated using
the valence force ﬁeld (VFF) model, which has proven successful in calculating the strain
tensor in self-assembled QDs. The size of the QD and the conﬁnement potential should
be determined such that the required spacing between energy levels can be obtained. For
example, in order to design a two-color T-QDIP with response peaks at 5 and 10 µm, the
ground and ﬁrst excited-states in the QD (labeled as E1 and E2 in Fig. 3.1) should be 248
and 124 meV below the resonant-state energy. The energy spacing between states, E2 − E1
is equal to 124 meV. Theoretical calculations indicate that the energy diﬀerence between
the ground and ﬁrst excited-state in small InAs/GaAs QDs with a height of 60 Å and a
width of 110 Å is approximately 124 meV. The width and the conﬁnement potential of the
QW are determined to obtain the resonant-state at a level such that the transitions from
the E1 and E2 states to the resonant-state give rise to the peaks at expected wavelengths.
The doping concentration in the QDs should be suﬃciently high so that both states in
the QD are ﬁlled with ground-state electrons. The energy states in the QW, including the
presence of the wetting layer and the double-barrier system, are calculated by solving the
one dimensional Schrödinger equation. The transmission probability for the double-barrier
structure is calculated using the transfer matrix method54 .
The double-barrier system (AlGaAs/InGaAs/AlGaAs) is integrated with each QD
layer of the QDIP, and is designed such that the resonant-state coincides with the photoexcited carrier energy under certain bias conditions. In this way, a higher potential barrier for
thermal excitations can be introduced, while the photoexcitation energy is very low. Due
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to the energy-dependent tunneling rate of the double-barrier system, the dark current resulting from carriers with a broad energy distribution is suppressed. Thus the dark current
can be signiﬁcantly reduced, particularly at high temperatures.
The intersubband absorption coeﬃcient of a photon with energy h̄ω in a QD layer
can be expressed as15 ,

α(h̄ω) =

1 
π q 2 h̄
|a . pf i |2 N (h̄ω),
ε0 n0 cm20 Vaυ h̄ω

(3.1)

fi

where Vaν is the average dot volume, a is the polarization of the light, pf i is the momentum
matrix element between states, q is the electron charge, and N (h̄ω) is the electron density
of states. The Gaussian broadening due to the ﬂuctuation in dot size is
1
exp
N (h̄ω) = √
2πσ



−(Ef i − h̄ω)2
2σ 2


,

(3.2)

where Ef i is the energy separation between states and σ is the linewidth of the transition.
The momentum matrix element is calculated from the QD wavefunctions, which can be
obtained from the 8-band k.p model.
The transmission probability for the T-QDIP structure is calculated using the
transfer matrix method reported by Anemogiannis et al.54 In addition, this model can be
used to obtain the possible energy states in a 2-D quantum structure along with the carrier
lifetime corresponding to each energy state. Consider the T-QDIP structure along with its
conduction band proﬁle shown in Fig. 3.2. For the ith region, the Schrödinger equation has
the following form,
d2
ψi (z) + ki2 (z)ψi (z) = 0
dz 2

2m∗i
(E − Vi ),
ki = ±
h̄2

(3.3)
(3.4)
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Figure 3.2: (a) A T-QDIP structure used for calculation, and (b) its conduction band proﬁle. The
parameters in the ith layer: vi , di , and mi are potential energy, width of the layer, and electron
eﬀective mass, respectively.
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where ψi , ki , m∗i , and Vi represent the envelop function, wave number, eﬀective mass,
potential energy in the ith layer. E is the real eigenstate energy level. The solution for the
wave function can be written as,
ψi (z) = Ai exp[jki (z − zi−1 )] + Bi exp[−jki (z − zi−1 )],
where Ai and Bi are wavefunction expansion coeﬃcients.
⎛ ⎞ ⎛
1
⎜Ai ⎟ ⎜ 2 [1 +
⎜ ⎟=⎜
⎝ ⎠ ⎝
1
Bi
2 [1 −

⎞⎛

(3.5)

⎞

ki+1 m∗i
m∗i+1 ki ] exp(−jki di )

1
2 [1

−

ki+1 m∗i
m∗i+1 ki ] exp(−jki di )⎟ ⎜Ai+1 ⎟

ki+1 m∗i
m∗i+1 ki ] exp(+jki di )

1
2 [1

+

ki+1 m∗i
m∗i+1 ki ] exp(+jki di )

⎟⎜
⎠⎝

⎛

⎜Ai+1 ⎟
⎟ = Mi,i+1 ⎜
⎟,
⎠
⎝
⎠
Bi+1
Bi+1
(3.6)

where di is the thickness of the ith layer.
Using the boundary conditions, the transmission and reﬂection coeﬃcients, t and
r, can be calculated from;
⎛ ⎞

⎛

⎞⎛ ⎞

⎜ 1 ⎟ ⎜M11 (E) M12 (E) ⎟ ⎜ t ⎟
⎟⎜ ⎟.
⎜ ⎟=⎜
⎠⎝ ⎠
⎝ ⎠ ⎝
0
M21 (E) M22 (E)
r

(3.7)

Then the transmission probability, T, can be found from,

T (E) =

⎞

kN +1 m∗0 2
|t |.
k0 m∗N +1

(3.8)

For the T-QDIP structure shown in Fig. 3.2, the energy states and the transmission probabilities under diﬀerent applied bias values, calculated using this model (for
implementation of the model, see Appendix C), are shown in Fig. 3.3.
The spectral responsivity of the detector is characterized by peak wavelength (λp ),
peak responsivity (Rp ), and the peak quantum eﬃciency (ηp ). The responsivity is given
by R = qηλ/hc, where q is the electron charge, λ is the wavelength, h is Planck’s constant
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Figure 3.3: (a) Calculated energy states and (b) the transmission probabilities under diﬀerent applied
bias values for the T-QDIP structure shown in Fig. 3.2.
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and c is the speed of light. The quantum eﬃciency can be calculated from the absorption
coeﬃcient (from Eq. 3.1), the thickness of the absorption region, and the transmission
probability (from Eq. 3.8).
In order to achieve background limited infrared performance (BLIP) conditions at
high temperatures, the detector should exhibit an extremely low dark current density. A
T-QDIP detector, designed to have strong resonant tunneling is capable of achieving high
BLIP temperatures. The dark current, Id , of a T-QDIP structure at a bias, V, is given by,51
Id (V ) = qv(V )nem (V )A,

(3.9)

where A is the device area, v and nem (given by equations 3.10 and 3.11) are the average
electron drift velocity in the barrier material and the concentration of electrons excited out
of the QD, respectively. The electron drift velocity is given by
v(V ) =

µ F (V )
1 + (µ

F (V ) 2
)
vs

,

(3.10)

where µ is the electron mobility, F is the electric ﬁeld, and vs is the electron saturation
velocity. The excited electron density from the QD is given by
∞

nem (V ) =

N (E)f (E)T (E, V )dE,

(3.11)

−∞

where f (E) is the Fermi-Dirac distribution function, T (E, V ) is the tunneling probability
calculated from Eq. 3.8, and N (E) is the density of states, which is given by the following
equation,
N (E) =

 2Nd
i

1
√
exp
Lp 2πσ

√
8π 2 ∗ (3/2)
4π m∗
H(E − EW ) +
(m )
+
Lp h2
h3



−(Ef i − E)2
2σ 2



E − EC H(E − EC ),

(3.12)
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where the ﬁrst term is the density of states of the QD state and Nd is the surface density of
QDs. The second term is the density of the wetting layer states, where EW is the wetting
layer state, and H(x) is a step function with H(x) = 1 for x ≥0 and H(x) = 0 for x <0.
The third term represents the density of states in the barrier material, where EC is the
conduction band edge of the barrier material.
As shown in Fig 3.1, the carriers excited to any state other than the resonantstate are blocked by the tunnel barriers. However, for eﬃcient dark current blocking the
broadening of the resonant-state has to be a minimum. That is, the resonant-state should
be strongly bound. Basic parameters should be adjusted so that the tunneling probability
remains close to unity and the carrier escape lifetime is smaller than the carrier recombination lifetime. Also the Fermi level in the QD (hence QD ground-state) should be below
the band edge of the QW. However, adjusting the ground-state will change the energy difference between the QD ground-state and the resonant-state, aﬀecting the peak response
wavelength. Thus, all these factors need to be taken into account in designing an optimized
detector exhibiting low dark current.

3.3

Two-Color Room Temperature T-QDIP Detectors
A T-QDIP structure48 (MG386) was grown by MBE at the University of Michigan,

and the characterization was carried out by performing I-V, spectral response, and noise
measurements. The preliminary results demonstrated that room temperature operation
is possible due to resonant tunneling phenomenon in the structure. The device showed a
two color response at wavelengths of ∼6 and ∼17 µm up to room temperature. To our
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knowledge, this is the ﬁrst T-QDIP device to achieve room temperature operation. A
detailed explanation of the device structure, spectral response and device performance are
given in following sections.

3.3.1

Device Structure and Experiment
The structure (MG386) grown by MBE is schematically shown in Fig. 3.4. A

schematic diagram of the conduction band proﬁle of the detector under reverse applied bias
is shown in Fig. 3.5 along with the calculated bound state energies in the dots and wells. Self
organized In0.1 Ga0.9 As QDs were grown on a GaAs layer. A stack of Al0.3 Ga0.7 As/In0.1 Ga0.9 As/
Al0.3 Ga0.7 As layers serve as the double-barrier system. The conduction band proﬁle of the
T-QDIP structure under an applied reverse bias is shown in Fig. 3.1. The GaAs and AlGaAs
layers were grown at 610◦ C and the InGaAs or InAlAs QD layers were grown at 500◦ C. Vertical circular mesas for top illumination were fabricated by standard photolithography, wet
chemical etching and contact metallization techniques. The n-type top ring contact and the
n-type bottom-contact were formed by evaporated Ni/Ge/Au/Ti/Au with a thickness of
250/325/650/200/2000 Å. The radius of the optically active area is 300 µm. Samples with
devices to test were mounted onto chip carriers with silver epoxy. Then electrical contacts
were made by bonding gold wires from devices to the chip carrier leads. Characterization
was carried out as explained in Appendix A. The I-V measurements were performed, using
a Keithley 2400 source meter, on all the mesas of the sample in order to check for dark current leakage and uniformity of the structure. Spectral measurements for normal incidence
radiation were carried out by using a Perkin Elmer System 2000 Fourier Transform Infrared
spectrometer. The spectra were calibrated relative to a reference spectrum obtained by a
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Figure 3.4: Schematic heterostructure of a T-QDIP grown by molecular beam epitaxy. InGaAs QDs
are placed in a GaAs well. The AlGaAs/InGaAs/AlGaAs layers serve as a double-barrier system to
decouple the dark and photo currents. The letter “i” stands for intrinsic.
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Figure 3.5: A schematic diagram of the conduction band proﬁle of the T-QDIP detector (MG386)
under reverse applied bias along with the calculated bound state energies in the dots and wells. The
dark current channels are blocked by the barrier unless they happen to be excited to match the
resonance level.
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Si composite bolometer with the same set of optical components. The speciﬁc detectivity (D*) of the devices at diﬀerent temperatures and applied biases is obtained from the
measured peak responsivity Rp and noise current density, Si , measured with a Fast Fourier
Transform (FFT) signal analyzer and a low noise pre-ampliﬁer. A thick copper plate, close
to the device and at the same temperature as the device, was used as the radiation block
to provide the dark conditions for the measurements (for more details, see Appendix A:
Device Characterization).

3.3.2

Dark Current Measurement
Dark I-V measurements were performed for both bias polarities, where positive

(or negative) bias denotes positive (or negative) polarity on the top-contact. The I-V
characteristics of MG386 at diﬀerent temperatures ranging from 80-300 K are shown in
Fig. 3.6 (a). A comparison of the dark current density between DWELL (1299)19 and TQDIP (MG386) detectors at 80 K is shown in Fig. 3.6 (c). Dark current densities at a bias of
-2 V are 3×10−1 and 1.8×10−5 A/cm2 for DWELL and T-QDIP, respectively. The reduction
in the dark current of T-QDIP is associated with dark current blocking by the double-barrier
system in the structure. Moreover, dark current densities at a bias of 1 V are 0.21, 0.96,
and 1.55 A/cm2 at 240, 280 and 300 K, respectively. These dark current density values are
lower than the dark current values of other IR detectors operating in comparable wavelength
regions at the same temperature. Based on the dark current variation as a function of bias,
negative conductance peaks were not visible even though resonant tunneling takes place
in the structure. This observation can be expected for T-QDIPs since sequential resonant
tunneling through ground-state is not possible. In T-QDIPs, there is no coupling between
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Figure 3.6: (a) Dark current and (b) dark current density of the T-QDIP detector (MG386) as a
function of bias in the temperature range 80-300 K. The reduction of the dark current in T-QDIP is
attributed to dark current blocking by double-barrier system. (c) A comparison of the experimental
dark current density between DWELL (1299) and T-QDIP (MG386) detectors at 80 K.
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the QD ground-state and states in the double-barrier (unlike in superlattice structures55 ).
Also, each active region of T-QDIP is separated by a thick spacer layer (400 Å GaAs)
which does not allow any signiﬁcant coupling between two active regions (two periods).
Thus, I-V curves are not expected to display negative conductance regimes. Furthermore,
it is important to note the thin AlGaAs barriers (30 or 40 Å) on both sides of the QW.
Even though the double-barrier is placed only on one side of the QW (on the right side
according to Fig. 3.1), tunneling through the single-barrier on the opposite side (on the left
side of the QW) is also possible. However, the transmission through this barrier is lower
compared to that through the double-barrier. Thus, an asymmetric I-V characteristic was
observed.

3.3.3

Spectral Responsivity
The spectral response of MG386 at 80 K under diﬀerent bias values is shown in

Fig. 3.7 (a), and the variation in peak responsivity at 6.2 µm is demonstrated in Fig. 3.7 (b).
Based on calculations, the allowed conﬁned energy states in the QD E1 , E2 , and E3 are located at -161, -103, and -73 meV with respect to the resonant-state (see Fig. 3.1). Thus the
peak at ∼6 µm is due to transitions from the ground-state of the QD to the resonant-state in
the structure, which is consistent with the calculated energy spacing between corresponding
states (∆E = 161 meV). The peak responsivity and the conversion eﬃciency (the product
of quantum eﬃciency and the photoconductive gain) of the 6 µm peak at 80 K and -4.5 V
are ∼0.75 A/W and 16%, respectively. Under reverse bias (top-contact is negative), the
photoexcited electrons tunnel through the double-barrier by resonant tunneling. Similarly,
under forward bias photoexcited electrons tunnel through the single barrier (on the oppo-
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Figure 3.7: Bias dependence of the spectral responsivity of T-QDIP (MG386) at 80 K: (a) from
-0.25 to -1.5 V, (b) from -1.5 to -4 V. (c) Variation of the peak responsivity with applied bias at
80 K.
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Figure 3.8: Spectral responsivity of T-QDIP (MG386) in the temperature range (a) 80-200 K, and
(b) 200-300 K under -2 V bias. Two distinct peaks centered around ∼6 and ∼17 µm can be observed
at high temperatures, and a weak response around 11 µm is also visible. The system noise level at
300 K, which is a spectrum taken under dark conditions, is also shown.
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site side of the double-barrier system). Due to the variations in transmission through the
single and double-barriers, the response under reverse bias is signiﬁcantly higher than the
response under forward bias, as evident from Fig. 3.1. However, the responsivity shows
a strong dependence on the applied bias in both positive and negative directions. This
behaviour is attributed to resonant tunneling similar to that of double-barrier superlattice
structures.49, 56 Applying a bias across the structure can ﬁne-tune the alignment of the
bound state in the QW (resonant-state) and the bound state in the double-barrier system,
allowing for resonant tunneling conditions. The observed bias dependence of the responsivity indicates that resonant conditions are satisﬁed over a considerable range of applied bias
voltages. This behavior could be associated with thin barriers and the broadening of the
energy states (δE) in the system.
The spectral response of MG386 under -2 V bias at diﬀerent temperatures in the
range of 80-300 K is shown in Fig. 3.8 (a) and (b). Two distinct peaks centered around
∼6 and ∼17 µm were observed at high temperatures, and a weak response around 11 µm
was also present. The peak at 17 µm results from transitions between the second excitedstate of the QD and the resonant-state (∆E = 73 meV). The line-width is ∼26 meV, which
corresponds to the inhomogeneous broadening of QD states at 300 K. Due to the symmetry
of QD geometry, excited-states have a higher degeneracy (8) than the ground-state (2). The
carrier density in excited-states increases with increasing temperature, as compared to that
in the ground-state. As a result, the 17 µm peak was dominant above 200 K, as evident
from Fig. 3.8. The weak response at ∼11 µm corresponds to the energy separation between
the ﬁrst excited QD state and the resonant-state (∆E = 102 meV).
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Figure 3.9: Variation of detectivity of the T-QDIP detector (MG386) response at 6.2 µm as a
function of bias at 80 K. The rate of increasing noise current with bias is much higher than the rate
of increasing responsivity with bias, resulting in lower D* at higher bias voltages (above ± 2V).
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3.3.4

Noise Measurement and Detectivity
The noise current density spectra of the devices were measured with a dual-channel

Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) signal analyzer and a low noise pre-ampliﬁer. A thick copper plate, maintained at almost the same temperature as of the device measured, is used as
the radiation block to provide the dark conditions (for more details, see Appendix A: Device Characterization). Similar to QWIPs,57, 58, 59 QDIPs exhibit 1/f noise and generationrecombination noise components due to the emission and capture processes in shallow states.
The noise spectrum due to 1/f and generation-recombination noise has the form,

S(f ) = C +

A
B
+
2,
f
1 + ( ffc )

(3.13)

where A, B, and C are constants. The cut oﬀ frequency, fc , is given by fc = 1/2πτ0 where
τT is the electron life time, which is given by
τT ∝ T −2 exp(

EA
),
kT

(3.14)

where T is the temperature, k is the Boltzmann constant and EA is the activation energy
of the thermally activated trap level. Using noise current density spectra at diﬀerent temperatures, the variation of τT with temperature can be determined. Based on Eq. 3.14, the
plot of log(τT /T 2 ) against 1/T would result in a straight line with a slope of EA /k, which
can be used to calculate the activation energy of the trap level.
The value of D* of the device at diﬀerent temperatures and applied biases is
obtained from the measured peak responsivity and noise density spectra, as explained in
Appendix A. At 80 K and under a bias of -2 V, the maximum D* was found to be 1.2 × 1010
cmHz1/2 /W. The variation of D* corresponding to 6.2 µm at 80 K is shown in Fig. 3.9. The
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rate of increasing noise current with increasing bias is much higher than the rate of increasing
responsivity with increasing bias, resulting in lower D* at higher bias voltages (beyond ±
2 V). This variation in D* with changing bias is expected for a typical photodetector.
The value of D* at 17 µm and 300 K is of the order of 107 cmHz1/2 /W, and with some
re-designing of the device heterostructure, a higher D* is possible for the same conditions.

3.4
3.4.1

T-QDIPs for Terahertz Radiation Detection
Introduction
With increasing interest in the terahertz region of the spectrum (0.1-3.0 THz),

there is a need for terahertz detectors exhibiting low dark current and high operating temperatures for applications in imaging, communication, security and defense. The primary
challenge in developing terahertz detectors is the reduction of the dark current (due to
thermal excitations) associated with terahertz detection mechanisms in the device structure. Presently, terahertz detectors such as Ge blocked impurity band (BIB) detectors,60
photoconductors triggered by femtosecond laser pulses,61 QW detectors,62 heterojunction
detectors63 , and thermal detectors, such as bolometers and pyroelectric detectors are being
studied. However, all of these detectors operate at low temperatures. A typical detector
structure, in which the transitions leading to terahertz detection occur between two electronic states with an energy diﬀerence of ∆E (∼ 4.1 meV for 1 THz), would not be suitable
for high temperature terahertz detection since the dark current due to thermal excitations
become dominant even at 77 K due to the small ∆E. The T-QDIP structure50 , in which the
photocurrent is selectively collected while the dark current is blocked, can be adjusted to
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Figure 3.10: Schematic heterostructure of a T-QDIP THz detector. In0.6 Al0.4 As QDs are n-doped
with Si. The growth of smaller QDs compared to InAs or InGaAs QDs was achieved using InAlAs
material. The QD size has been considerably reduced to 40 Å (height) and 130 Å(width).
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Figure 3.11: Schematic diagram of the conduction band proﬁle of the THz T-QDIP under reverse
applied bias along with the calculated bound state energies in the dots and wells. The dark current
channels are blocked by the barrier unless they happen to be excited to match the resonance level.
Photoexcitation occurs from the second bound state in the dot to the resonant-state in the well.
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obtain terahertz response, thus, oﬀering a suitable platform for high operating temperature
terahertz detectors.
The schematic structure of a terahertz T-QDIP detector grown by MBE in an
EPI Mod Gen II system equipped with an arsenic source, and the conduction band proﬁle
of the detector are shown in Figs. 3.10 and 3.11, respectively. The heterostructure was
grown on (001)-oriented semi-insulating GaAs substrate. The GaAs and AlGaAs layers
were grown at 610◦ C and the rest of the structure was grown at 500◦ C. The top and
bottom GaAs contact layers are n-doped with Si to a level of 2×1018 cm−3 . Mesa-shaped
vertical n-i-n devices for top illumination were fabricated by standard photolithography,
wet chemical etching, and contact metallization techniques. The top and bottom n-type
contacts were formed by evaporating Ni/Ge/Au/Ti/Au (thickness = 250/325/650/200/2000
Å, respectively) followed by annealling. In order to obtain a transition leading to a THz
response, the excited-states in the QD are pushed towards the resonant-state by forming
smaller QDs. The QDs are doped to raise the Fermi level so that photoexcitations take
place from an upper state in the QD to the resonant-state. In order to reduce QD size,
In0.6 Al0.4 As was used because the Al-containing islands (QDs) are smaller in size compared
to InAs islands due to the smaller migration rate of Al adatoms on the growing surface
during epitaxy.

3.4.2

Growth of “Small” Quantum Dots by MBE
The typical size of the near-pyramidal InAs/GaAs self-organized QDs19, 28 is ∼60-

70 Å(height)/∼200-250 Å(base). The QD density varies in the range 5-10×1010 cm−2 .
Typical electron intersublevel energy separation in such QDs ranges between 40 and 80
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Figure 3.12: The dark current density of THz T-QDIP as a function of bias in the temperature
range 4.2-150 K. In the reported response range, the T-QDIP detector shows a lower dark current
density compared to other THz detectors operating in the ∼20-60 µm range.
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meV. Based on calculated results, a large energy spacing (∼124 meV) between the QD
ground and ﬁrst excited-states can be obtained by using smaller QDs. Smaller QDs also
provide a large QD density for the same amount of adatom change, which increases the
absorption of radiation. QD size is reduced by inhibiting growth kinetics on the surface.
This can be done either by growing QDs on an Al-containing material, or by incorporating a
small amount of Al into the QD material. The presence of Al reduces the adatom migration
lengths on the growing surface (insuﬃcient kinetics), resulting in smaller QDs. During the
investigation of terahertz T-QDIP operating at high temperatures, the QD size has been
considerably reduced to 40 Å (height) and 130 Å(width). The reduced size of In0.5 Al0.5 As
QDs on GaAs increases the QD density by an order of magnitude.

3.4.3

Dark Current and Responsivity
The dark current density of the THz T-QDIP at diﬀerent temperatures is shown

in Fig. 3.12. The T-QDIP detector shows a lower dark current density compared to other
THz detectors64 operating in the ∼20-60 µm range. The spectral response of the detector
at 80 and 150 K is shown in Fig. 3.13. The calculated energy diﬀerence between the two
energy levels leading to the response is 24.6 meV (50.4 µm). Responsivity values at 80
and 150 K are 6 and 0.6 mA/W, respectively. The sharp dip around 37 µm is due to the
reststrahlen band of GaAs, which is present in all GaAs based photon detectors63, 65 . The
observed full-width at half maximum (FWHM) of the spectral response is ∼35 meV (35 µm).
This broadening arises due to the inhomogeneous size distribution of self-organized QDs.
The measured D* value is ∼5×107 cmHz1/2 /W at 80 K under a bias of 1 V. Therefore, it
can be concluded that THz operation at high temperatures (up to 150 K) is possible by
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Figure 3.13: Spectral responsivity of THz T-QDIP in the temperature range 80-150 K. The dip
at 37 µm is the reststrahlen region of GaAs. THz operation at high temperature (150 K) is made
possible by the incorporation of resonant tunneling phenomena into the device design. The calculated
energy diﬀerence between the two energy levels leading to the response is 24.6 meV (50.4 µm). The
peak responsivity at 80 and 150 K are 6 and 0.6 mA/W, respectively.
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incorporating resonant tunneling phenomena into the device design. However, in order to
achieve THz detection in 1-3 THz region at high temperatures, several issues such as the
growth of small QDs with reduced size ﬂuctuation, optimization of structure parameters,
and tight resonant conditions to maintain low dark current, need to be resolved.

3.5

Conclusion
T-QDIP detectors designed for room temperature operation and THz detection

were investigated. As evident from the results, T-QDIPs exhibit lower dark current and
work at higher operating temperatures, properties which made possible by the incorporation
of double-barriers into the structure. This is clear advantage over other types of photon
detectors. A 17 µm detector that can be operated at room temperature, and a 6 THz
detector operating at 150 K were successfully demonstrated. The design of the T-QDIP
structure can be modiﬁed for wavelength tuning and performance optimization.

Chapter 4
Bi-Layer Quantum Dot Detectors for
Multi-Band Infrared Radiation Detection

4.1

Introduction
In this chapter, a QDIP detector structure consisting of two layers of QDs (Bi-

QDIPs), where the QDs in the two layers are intentionally grown to be diﬀerent in sizes, is
presented. The main objective of the Bi-QDIP structure is to obtain uniform QDs in the
second layer (“active” layer with large QDs), which is directly grown on the ﬁrst QD layer
with small QDs. The ﬁrst QD layer is called the “stresser”. Each QD yields one or two
response peaks, and hence the detector can be used as a multi-color IR detector.

4.2

Device Structure and Experimental Results
A schematic diagram of the detector structure (MG593) grown by MBE with 20

periods of Bi-QDIPs and the conduction band proﬁle of the structure are shown in Fig. 4.1.
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Figure 4.1: (a) Schematic heterostructure of a Bi-layer multi-color QDIP (MG593). On top of the
ﬁrst QD layer (“stresser”), another QD layer (“active” layer) is grown. In this way a good uniformity
in the second QD layer can be achieved. (b) Schematic diagram of the conduction band proﬁle of
the Bi-QDIP. Energy states in each QD layer and expected transitions are also shown.
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The heterostructure was grown on a semi-insulating GaAs substrate. The ﬁrst (stresser) and
the second (active layer) InAs QD layers were grown at 535◦ C and 480◦ C, respectively, with
a growth rate of 0.01 ML/s. The thicknesses of the ﬁrst and second QD layers are 2.4 and
3.1 ML, and each layer is covered with a 100 Å GaAs barrier layer. Under these conditions
the ﬁrst QD layer ends up being small in size, and a good vertical coupling between ﬁrst and
second QD layers can be obtained, resulting in excellent QD size uniformity in the second
layer. The active QDs (larger QDs) consist of three bound states, while the stresser (small
QDs) have two bound states due to the diﬀerence in size. Also, a change in band-gap of the
stresser is expected66 due to the high stress associated with the formation of small QDs.
Energy states in each QD layer and expected transitions are also shown in Fig. 4.1.
Dark I-V characteristics of the Bi-QDIP (MG593) were obtained with a fully automated setup including a Keithley 2400 source meter (for more details, see Appendix A:
Device Characterization). Measurements were performed for both bias polarities, where
positive (negative) bias denotes positive (negative) polarity on the top-contact. The measured I-V curves of MG593 at diﬀerent temperatures (80-160 K), are shown in Fig. 4.2. A
very low dark current is observed, conﬁrming high carrier conﬁnement in the 3-D conﬁned
system. This can also be due to carrier blocking by the thick GaAs barriers between which
20 periods of bi-layer QDs are sandwiched. Unlike the T-QDIP detectors, both dark- and
photo-currents are reduced in this structure, leading to a lower quantum eﬃciency than
found in T-QDIPs. However, there are several improvements in spectral responsivity of BiQDIPs, which will be discussed in the following sections, compared to other QDIPs already
discussed in previous chapters.
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Figure 4.2: Dark I-V characteristics of the Bi-QDIP (MG593) at diﬀerent temperatures. A very
low dark current is observed, conﬁrming high carrier conﬁnement in the 3-D conﬁned system. This
could also be due to the blocking of carriers by thick GaAs barriers between which 20 periods of
Bi-QDIPs are sandwiched.
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Figure 4.3: (a) Spectral responsivity of the Bi-QDIP (MG593) in the MWIR and LWIR regions under
diﬀerent bias values for a temperature of 80 K. (b) Variation of the response with temperature under
-3 V bias.
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The experimental spectral response of the detector in MWIR and LWIR regions
is shown in Fig. 4.3 (a). There are two distinct peaks at 5.5 and 7.9 µm observed and these
can be assigned to the transitions of electrons from the ground-state to the top most bound
states in the active QDs (large) and stresser (small QDs), respectively. The intensity of the
second peak (7.9 µm) is weaker than that of the ﬁrst peak, and this is probably due to inter
dot tunneling of ground-state carriers in the stresser-QDs. The ground-state in stresser-QDs
is located at a higher level with respect to the ground-state of the active-QDs. Thus the
ground-state carriers in the stresser-QDs can easily tunnel into the states in the active-QDs
through the thin GaAs barrier, leaving low ground-state carrier density in stresser-QDs,
and hence reducing the responsivity at 7.9 µm. The observed line-width (∆λ/λ) of 5.5 µm
peak is ∼6%, signifying an excellent QD size uniformity in the active layer, as expected.
Moreover, a broad peak is also observed at 4.9 µm, which is probably due to transitions of
ground-state carriers in the active-QDs to the continuum, similar to bound-to-continuum
transitions in DWELL discussed in Chapter 2. The spectral response can be observed up
to 140 K, as shown in the inset to Fig. 4.3 (b). The maximum D* of ∼ 3 × 109 cmHz1/2 /W
at 5.5 µm was obtained for a -8 V bias at 80 K.
As the most exciting result, a response peak in the VLWIR region (at 23.3 µm
with a line width of 13%) was observed up to 140 K, as shown in Fig. 4.4. This peak is
probably due to the transition of carriers from the ground-state to the ﬁrst excited-state in
the active-QDs. This observation is consistent with the energy spacing between the bound
states in QDs. Similar results for DWELL structures19, 67 in this wavelength region has
been observed previously. The intensity of the peak is strongly dependent on the applied
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Figure 4.4: (a) VLWIR spectral responsivity of Bi-QDIP (MG593), which is due to transitions
of photoexcited carriers from the ground-state to the ﬁrst excited-state in the active-QDs, under
diﬀerent bias voltages at 80 K. (b) Variation of the response with temperature under -3 V bias.
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electric ﬁeld since electric ﬁeld enhances ﬁeld assisted tunneling of strongly bound excited
carriers. Based on the band diagram shown in Fig. 4.1 (b), it is apparent that the excited
carriers in the ﬁrst excited-state in the active-QDs are trapped and can not escape under
zero bias. When an electric ﬁeld is applied, the ﬁrst excited-state in the active-QDs can line
up with the ground-state in the stresser-QDs, building a path for photocarriers by sequential
resonant tunneling. Under this condition, an enhanced photocurrent can be observed. This
is an advantage over DWELL structures where the excited carriers in the ﬁrst excitedstate escape to the continuum by ﬁeld-assisted tunneling. Similar to the MWIR and LWIR
responses, the VLWIR response can be observed up to 140 K, as shown in Fig. 4.4 (b). The
optimum D* obtained at 23.3 µm is ∼ 1.2 × 109 cmHz1/2 /W under -6 V bias at 80 K.

4.3

Conclusion
A multi-color Bi-QDIP with response peaks at 4.9, 5.5, 7.9, and 23.3 µm was

demonstrated. A very low dark current was observed, and the two peaks at 5.5 and
23.3 µm showed a good responsivity up to 140 K. Maximum detectivity values of ∼ 3
and 1.2×109 cmHz1/2 /W at 80 K were obtained for 5.5 and 23.3 µm response peaks, respectively. Narrow line widths (∆λ/λ = 6 and 13% for 5.5 and 23.3 µm, respectively) justify
the achievement of QD size uniformity in bi-layer structures. The major advantage of this
detector structure is an improved QD size distribution, which was achieved with a bi-layer
structure.

Chapter 5
Homojunction Dual-Band Detectors

5.1

Introduction
Homojunction Interfacial Workfunction Internal Photoemission (HIWIP) IR de-

tectors are formed by a highly doped emitter layer and an intrinsic layer acting as the
barrier followed by another highly doped contact layer. These detectors can detect MIRto-FIR radiation by intraband transitions in the emitter, and they can also respond to
visible (VIS)-to-NIR radiation by interband transitions in the barrier. In this chapter, two
HIWIP dual-band detectors constructed from GaAs and Si material systems are presented.
The wavelength threshold of the interband response depends on the band gap of the barrier material, and the MIR/FIR response due to intraband transitions can be tailored by
adjusting the band oﬀset between the emitter and the barrier. Previously reported GaAsbased HIWIP FIR detectors68, 64 have focused only on the intraband transitions leading
to a response in the FIR region (λ0 is in the 20-92 µm range). Compared to QWIPs
and QDIPs, the response of HIWIPs is broad, and narrow peaks or combinations of several
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peaks are not observed. This broad band response of HIWIPs is very useful for spectroscopic
and space-astronomy applications. However, using resonant cavity architectures (RCAs)69 ,
Fabry-Perot type oscillations on the free carrier response can be obtained, where each peak
represents an order of the interference pattern. Resonant cavity eﬀects are mainly used
to enhance the responsivity at desired wavelengths (cavity-peaks), and the locations of the
cavity peaks can be tuned by adjusting the thickness of the layers in the structure at the
device designing stage. The dual-band mechanism in HIWIPs produces two distinguishable wavelength bands (regions), where the origin of the detection mechanism of each band
is independent of the other. Thus, there are several possibilities to control the response
in each band independently, opening up the opportunity for potential dual-band detector
applications.
While previously reported dual band3, 70, 71, 72 and multiband73, 18, 19, 67 detectors
can detect NIR, MIR, and FIR radiation, the HIWIP detectors have the ability to detect
a much wider range of photons, even covering the UV and FIR regions using a single
structure. Here, the focus will be on dual-band detection using GaAs and Si based HIWIPs
for detection in the NIR and FIR regions. Although the devices are not optimized for
either NIR or FIR operations, both the NIR and the FIR responses together could have
a high commercial appeal. However, these detector structures can be optimized for NIR
and FIR detection independently, and several improvements are discussed in Chapter 6. In
astronomy where IR technology plays a dominant role in observing celestial objects, the
NIR response of the detector can be used to observe cooler red objects, and FIR response
can detect cold objects such as comets, planets, and interstellar dust.
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5.2

HIWIP Detector Structures and Dual-Band Detection
Mechanism
A typical HIWIP detector structure consists of a single (or series of) doped emit-

ter(s) followed by an undoped barrier(s), which are in turn sandwiched between two highly
doped contact layers. The layer architecture of a typical multi-periodic HIWIP detector
and Actual image of a detector consisting of a number of mesas (appearing as squares) are
shown in Fig. 5.1. Both the emitter and barrier in a HIWIP structure are made of the same
material but with diﬀerent doping levels. A schematic diagram of a processed single period
p-type HIWIP structure is shown in Fig. 5.2(a). The doped emitter layer can also act as the
top-contact layer, if the doping concentration is high. In that case, an extra doped layer is
not required for the top-contact. If the doping in the emitter is low, an extra layer (highly
doped) is required for the top-contact, and a window is opened by etching the top-contact
layer down to the emitter layer to allow IR radiation direct incidence onto the emitter, as
shown in Fig. 5.2(a). Two metal contacts are deposited on the top- and bottom-contact
layers, and the photocurrent is collected at these two contacts. Results have shown that
this type of detector structure can lead to a dual-band response, meaning there are two
response regions due to two detection mechanisms, “intraband” and “interband”, which are
discussed below.
The IR detection mechanism (intraband response) is a three-stage process: free
carrier absorption of the incoming photons in the emitter, internal photoemission, and
collection of emitted carriers by an applied electric ﬁeld across the contacts. When the
emitter is doped above the Mott transition level, an impurity band is formed, and for
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Figure 5.1: (a) Layer architecture of a typical multi-periodic HIWIP (and HEIWIP, which will be
discussed in Chapter 6) detector. A series of emitter/barrier layers are sandwiched between two
highly doped contact layers (top- and bottom- contact) and metal contacts are formed on the topand bottom-contact layers. (b) Actual image of a detector consisting of a number of mesas (appearing
as squares). These mesas have diﬀerent electrical areas ranging from 400 × 400 to 1000 × 1000 µm2 .
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Figure 5.2: (a) Schematic structure of a HIWIP dual-band detector after processing. A window is
etched out on the top-contact region for front side illumination. (b) The band diagram of a p-type
HIWIP dual-band detector indicating both interband and intraband transitions leading to NIR and
MIR/FIR responses.
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a p-type (n-type) structure the Fermi level goes below (above) the valence (conduction)
band edge, forming a metallic emitter layer. However, for a p-type (n-type) structure
the Fermi level in the emitter still can be above (below) the valence (conduction) band
edge of the barrier due to band gap narrowing in the emitter caused by high doping. A
schematic diagram of conduction and valence band proﬁles of a p-type HIWIP detector
is shown in Fig. 5.2(b). The carriers (holes for p-type and electrons for n-type) in the
emitter are considered as “free carriers” since they are not conﬁned in any direction, unlike
in QWIPs or QDIPs. The ground-state carriers can be excited by incident IR radiation,
and this process refers to “free carrier absorption”. For the free carrier absorption, both
the initial and ﬁnal carrier states are part of the same continuum, resulting in a response
that is inherently broadband. The limit on response wavelength (wavelength threshold) is
introduced in the photoemission stage. The oﬀset between the Fermi level in the emitter
layer and the valence band edge of the barrier layer forms the interfacial workfunction ∆
(∆F IR according to Fig. 5.2(b)). If the shift of the valence band edge of the emitter with
respect to that of the barrier due to band gap narrowing is ∆EV , and the Fermi level with
respect to the valence band edge of the emitter is EF , then ∆ = ∆EV − EF . A detailed
explanation is given elsewhere.68, 74 Carriers in the emitter with suﬃcient energy to pass
over the barrier (with energy > ∆) will escape the emitter, and can be collected at the
contact by an applied electric ﬁeld, as shown in Fig. 5.2(b). Thus, the threshold condition
arises when the photon energy is equal to ∆. The wavelength threshold λ0 of the detector
(in µm) is determined by λ0 = 1240/∆, where ∆ is in units of meV. By changing the doping
concentration in the layers, ∆ can be reduced, tailoring λ0 to the desired value, covering
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the MIR and FIR (terahertz) regions. However, there are growth limitations68, 74 on the
emitter doping concentration, which is required to form an eﬀective workfunction.
As shown in Fig. 5.2(b), the interband response is based on the valence-to-conduction
band transitions (interband transitions) in the undoped barrier. Incident NIR photons are
absorbed in the barrier layer, exciting valence electrons across the band gap and generating
an electron-hole pair, which can contribute to the photocurrent. These excited carriers are
then collected by the applied electric ﬁeld. The same process is possible in the emitter,
however, the electron-hole pairs generated in the emitter would have to undergo internal
photoemission before being collected, unless the electron is excited to a level above the conduction band edge of the barrier. Therefore, this process would exhibit the same threshold
as for electron-hole pairs generated in the barrier. The wavelength threshold of the interband response corresponds to the band gap of the barrier material, represented by ∆N IR in
the ﬁgure. For GaAs and Si based HIWIP structures, the interband response thresholds fall
in NIR region. The photoexcited carriers from both the intraband and interband transitions
are ﬁnally swept out of the active region by the applied electric ﬁeld and collected at the
contacts. The two device structures presented in this chapter were designed mainly focusing
on the FIR response (intraband response). However, a reasonably good NIR response (intraband response) was also observed. One drawback for eﬀective dual-band applications is
that the photocurrents generated by the two detection mechanisms are not separable without external optical ﬁlters. This aspect was considered and a possible approach is presented
in Chapter 6 in order to measure simultaneously the two components of the photocurrent
generated by dual-band detection without using external ﬁlters.
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Material
System
GaAs
Si

Wbc
µm
1
1

Nbc
cm−3
2.0
1-1.5

1019

Wb
µm
1
1

Nb
cm−3
1.8
-

1017

We
nm
200
200

Ne
cm−3
15
2-3

1018

Wtc
nm
120
100

Ntc
cm−3
5.3
1-1.5

1019

Table 5.1: Layer thickness (W), and doping concentration (N) of the bottom-contact (bc), barrier(b),
emitter(e), and top-contact (tc), respectively, for p-GaAs/GaAs and p-Si/Si HIWIP structures. The
barriers of both structures are undoped.
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5.3
5.3.1

Experimental Results
NIR/FIR Dual-Band Detector Based on a p-GaAs/GaAs HIWIP
Structure
The p-GaAs/GaAs HIWIP structure (RU003) was grown64 by the OrganoMetallic

Chemical Vapor Deposition (OMCVD) technique at 610 ◦ C on a semi-insulating GaAs (100)
substrate. As shown in Fig. 5.3(a), the structure consists of a bottom-contact (p++ ) layer
with 1.0 µm thickness, a barrier layer with 1.0 µm thickness, an emitter (p+ ) layer with 0.2
µm thickness, and a top-contact layer. The top-contact and a part of the emitter layer were
etched out in order to optimize the radiation absorption in the emitter, leaving an 800 Å
thick emitter region (out of the original 0.2 µm layer). The layer parameters (thickness
and doping level) of the sample (given in Table 5.1) were conﬁrmed by Secondary Ion Mass
Spectroscopy (SIMS). The mesas have diﬀerent sizes of optical windows and the spectral
measurements were carried out on a mesa with a 460 µm × 460 µm optical window (for
more details, see Appendix A: Device Characterization).
The NIR spectral response due to the interband transition of carriers in the GaAs
barrier layer is shown in Fig. 5.4 (a). The solid line represents the experimental curve for
a -100 mV bias setting, while the dashed line represents the calculated curve based on a
model64 in which the absorption coeﬃcient for interband transitions was calculated using
the permitivity model from Ref.75 . The threshold wavelength observed at 0.82 µm conﬁrms
the interband transition in GaAs (see Fig.5.3 (b)), with the band gap in GaAs being 1.51
eV. The optimum responsivity at 0.8 µm is ∼ 9 A/W, while the detectivity is ∼ 2.7×1011
cmHz1/2 /W for a -100 mV bias and a temperature of 4.6 K. The oscillations seen in the
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Figure 5.3: (a) Schematic diagrm of the p-GaAs single emitter HIWIP dual-band detector after
processing. The top-contact, emitter, barrier, and bottom-contact have thicknesses of 0.12, 0.20,
1.0, and 1 µm, respectively. A window on the top of the device is made for front side illumination,
leaving only about 800 Å as the emitter thickness. (b) Conduction and valence band proﬁle of
the dual-band structure indicating both interband and intraband transitions leading to NIR and
MIR/FIR responses.
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Figure 5.4: (a) Interband response of a p-GaAs/GaAs HIWIP (RU003) ﬁtted with a model for a
-100 mV bias. (b) Bias dependence of the exciton peak at the threshold edge of the experimental
response curve. The curves for -10 and -20 mV bias voltages have been multiplied by 10 and 3 for
clarity.
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NIR region diminish with increasing applied electric ﬁeld and the temperature. As shown
in Fig. 5.4 (b), the weaker peak at 0.819 µm (1.514 eV) is due to excitonic76 transitions
and the amplitude of the peak increases with increasing bias.
The spectral response under diﬀerent bias voltages in both NIR and FIR regions at
4.6 K is given in Fig. 5.5. The NIR response (intraband response) is observed up to 70 µm
and it has a responsivity of ∼ 1.8 A/W and a detectivity of ∼ 5.6×1010 cmHz1/2 /W at 57
µm for a -100 mV bias. Since the interband response is optimum at -100 mV bias, Fig. 5.5
shows the spectra for both bands only up to -100 mV bias. The oscillations observed in the
MIR region are due to Fabry-Perot interference arising from the 1 µm thick GaAs barrier
layer in the device structure. The sharp drop around 37 µm is due to the strong phonon
absorption around the reststrahlen band of GaAs. The two peaks64 at 57 and 63 µm arise
from transitions of hydrogenic-like impurity atoms in the barrier region (from the impurity
ground-state to the excited-states). These transitions show a strong bias dependence due to
the fact that the carriers excited to the upper impurity states undergo tunneling through the
barrier, formed by the Coulomb potential of the acceptors with the support of an externally
applied ﬁeld.
The spectral responsivity curves due to both interband and intraband transitions
measured from 4.6 to 20 K are shown in Fig. 5.6. An optimum responsivity of ∼ 8 A/W and
a detectivity of D*∼ 6×109 cmHz1/2 /W were obtained at 0.8 µm for the interband response,
while a responsivity of ∼ 7 A/W and a detectivity of ∼ 5×109 cmHz1/2 /W were measured
at 57 µm, under a -100 mV bias voltage at 20 K. The responsivity of the 63 and 57 µm
peaks show a strong dependence on temperature, and the 63 µm peak is relatively high at
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Figure 5.5: The NIR/FIR dual-band (interband and intraband) response of a p-GaAs/GaAs HIWIP
(RU003) detector at 4.6 K for several diﬀerent reverse bias voltages. The left and right axes correspond to NIR and FIR responsivity, respectively. Note: a break on wavelength axis at 2 µm has
been made in order to expand the view in both regions.
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Figure 5.6: The NIR/FIR dual-band (interband and intraband) response of a p-GaAs/GaAs HIWIP
(RU003) detector at diﬀerent temperatures for a -50 mV bias. The left and right axes correspond to
NIR and FIR responsivity, respectively. Note: a break on wavelength axis at 2 µm has been made
in order to expand the view in both regions.
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Figure 5.7: (a) I-V characteristics of the p-GaAs/GaAs HIWIP (RU003) detector at diﬀerent temperatures under dark conditions. The asymmetry in the I-V curves is probably due to the asymmetry
in the structure. (b) Arrhenius plot under diﬀerent electric ﬁelds. (c) The variation of the calculated
eﬀective barrier height based on the Arrhenius plot as a function of the applied electric ﬁeld.
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higher temperatures. This is caused presumably by the increased rate of collecting carriers
excited to the upper states from the impurity ground-state. If the rate of collection of
excited carriers by the external circuit is low, than the excited carriers will either relax back
to the ground-state or occupy the excited-states resulting in a high population density. At
high temperature, the rate of collection of excited carriers over the barrier can be enhanced
by the thermal energy leading to enhanced responsivity.
The variations of the dark current at diﬀerent temperatures are given in Fig.
5.7(a). The asymmetry in the I-V curve is due to the asymmetry in the structure. Arrhenius
plots under diﬀerent electric ﬁelds are shown in Fig. 5.7(b) and the symbols represent the
experimental data, while solid lines represent the linear ﬁt. The eﬀective barrier height (∆)
can be calculated from the slope of the ﬁtted lines. As shown in Fig. 5.7 (c), a dependence
of eﬀective barrier height on the square root of applied ﬁeld was observed. The ﬁtted
line denotes that the eﬀective barrier height has a linear relationship with the square root
of applied electric ﬁeld. ∆ increases with the applied bias68 giving rise to an increasing
threshold with bias. For a 0.20 kV/cm ﬁeld, ∆ is 18.4 meV which corresponds to a 67.5 µm
threshold, and similarly for a 0.50 kV/cm ﬁeld, ∆ is 16.5 meV, giving a 75 µm threshold.
These results are consistent with the spectral response curves shown in Fig. 5.5.

5.3.2

NIR/FIR Dual-Band Detector Based on a p-Si/Si HIWIP Structure
A p-Si/Si (HIWIP) detector (Sample:79) sensitive to NIR and VLWIR radiation is

discussed in this section. In comparison with the GaAs dual-band detector77 reported in the
previous section, this detector has an extended NIR response (up to 1 µm) and a continuous
IR response from 5-35 µm with a peak at 25 µm. Commercially available Si detectors with a
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response in the range 5-30 µm are operated at 4.2 K, and have a responsivity of 2 A/W. Si
BIB78 detectors have a responsivity of 32 A/W at an operating temperature of 7 K and foa
a wavelength of ∼ 30 µm, and previously demonstrated Si HIWIP detectors79 have shown
a responsivity of 12.3 A/W at 27.5 µm with a detectivity of 6.6×1010 cmHz1/2 /W at 4.2 K.
As a VLWIR detector, this device can be operated at 4.6 K with a responsivity of 1.8 A/W
and a detectivity of ∼1.2×1011 cmHz1/2 /W at 25 µm for a -1 V bias. It also operates up
to 30 K with a background limited infrared performance (BLIP) temperature of 25 K for a
±0.9 V bias.
The structure (Sample:79) was grown by OMCVD on a Si substrate, and consists
of a p-doped Si bottom-contact, an undoped Si barrier, a p-doped Si emitter layer, and a
p-doped Si top-contact layer, as shown in Fig. 5.8(a). Boron was used as the p-type dopant.
The devices were processed and a mesa with an electrical area of 400 × 400 µm2 was used
for characterization. The layer parameters (thickness and doping level) of the sample are
given in Table 5.1. Although the Si barrier is not intentionally doped, a slight doping is
expected due to dopant migration from the emitter. These dopant atoms in the barrier act
as Hydrogenic-like impurities, in which a series of transitions between energy levels may
take place leading to tiny photoresponse peaks80 . Further discussion about the impurity
transition peaks will be given in the following sections.
The NIR response for a -1 V bias shows a threshold at ∼1.05 µm, which is in
accordance with ∼1.17 eV bandgap of Si at 4.6 K, as shown in Fig. 5.9(a) and (b). The
two arrows in the ﬁgure mark the positions of the ET1 O , ET2 O absorption bands, which are
due to TO-phonon assisted exciton transitions at the band edge.81 ET1 O is observed at 1.21
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Figure 5.8: (a) Schematic diagram of the p-Si/Si HIWIP (Sample:79) structure. The doping concentration of the Si emitter is 2.5×1018 cm−3 , while the contacts are doped to 1.5×1019 cm−3 . The Si
barrier is not intentionally doped. The thicknesses of the top-contact, emitter, barrier, and bottomcontact layers are 0.1, 0.2, 1, and 1 µm, respectively. (b) Band diagram showing the conduction and
valence band (CB, and VB) proﬁle of the structure.
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Figure 5.9: (a) NIR response ofthe p-Si/Si HIWIP (Sample:79) detector measured at 4.6 K. (b)
Expanded view of the NIR response at the band edge. The two arrows in the ﬁgure mark the position
of the ET1 O , ET2 O absorption bands, which are due to TO-phonon assisted exciton transitions at the
band edge.
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eV and the separation between ET1 O and ET2 O is less than 2 meV. Hence ET2 O cannot be
observed clearly in the photoresponse curve. A responsivity of 0.024 A/W is obtained at
0.8 µm with a detectivity of ∼1.7×109 cmHz1/2 /W at 0.8 µm for a -1 V bias at 4.6 K.
As shown in Fig. 5.10 (a), the VLWIR response arising from intraband transitions
(see Fig. 5.8) at 4.6 K is in the range of 5-35 µm. The threshold wavelength observed
for a -0.5 V bias is 32 µm, and the corresponding value of ∆ = 38.7 meV is in good
agreement with the theoretical model64 . Arrhenius calculations based on the dark current
also conﬁrm this value of ∆. The threshold wavelength increases with the applied bias as
shown in Fig. 5.10 (a) and (b). This is a result of decreasing ∆ with increasing bias.74
The photoresponse shows a strong bias dependence mainly due to ﬁeld-assisted tunneling
of photoexcited carriers. The responsivity values at 25 µm and -0.5, -1 and -1.5 V bias
voltages are 0.90, 1.78, and 31.0 A/W, respectively. When the bias is increased further,
a rapid improvement of the photoresponse can be observed, and Fig. 5.10 (b) shows a
responsivity of

157 A/W at 25 µm for a -2 V bias, which translates to a conversion

eﬃciency of 780%. Highly sensitive NIR detectors with a high internal gain have been
observed previously82, 83 . Applying a high electric ﬁeld across the structure enhances the
process of impact ionization within the barrier, introducing a gain into the photocurrent.84
While contributing to the photocurrent, carriers excited by photons with an energy greater
than ∆ can ionize impurity atoms in the barrier, which are conﬁned in a weak Coulomb
potential. As a result, more than one carrier per photon can be generated. This type
of gain mechanism is possible if the barrier contains impurity atoms. The observation of
impurity transition peaks to be discussed later is evidence for the existence of impurities
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Figure 5.10: VLWIR response of the p-Si/Si HIWIP (Sample:79) detector at 4.6 K for bias voltages
in the range (a) -0.5 V to -1.5 V (b) -1.5 V to -4 V. The curves at -1 and -0.5 V biases have been
multiplied by 10. (c) Variation of responsivity with applied bias. Applying a high electric ﬁeld
across the structure enhances the process of impact ionization within the barrier, introducing a gain
into the photocurrent. Thus, the extremely high observed responsivity for high bias voltages is due
to the enhancement of the photocurrent by impact ionization.
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in the barrier. Despite the high responsivity obtained at high bias voltages, the optimum
detectivity observed is ∼1.5×1011 cmHz1/2 /W for a -1 V bias. This is due to an increase
of the noise current with bias. Moreover, Fig. 5.11 (a) and (b) show the variation of the
detectivity at 25 µm with applied bias voltage at 4.6 K and with temperature for a -1 V
bias, respectively. The behaviour of the detectivity with temperature is typical for most of
IR devices since the noise current increases with temperature.
The dual-band response can be obtained up to 30 K as shown in Fig. 5.12. At
a -1 V bias and 30 K, the responsivity, quantum eﬃciency, and detectivity at 0.8 µm are
∼0.30 A/W, 46 %, and ∼6.7×108 cmHz1/2 /W, while at 25 µm they are 1.4 A/W, 7 %,
and ∼3.1×109 cmHz1/2 /W, respectively. The quantum eﬃciency can be improved by using
a multi-periodic design and incorporating a RCA69 into the structure. The sharp peaks
(labeled as A, B, C, and D) superimposed on the free carrier response become dominant
at 30 K. These peaks can be ﬁtted with the impurity transitions of Boron in Si. The
intensity of the transition increases with temperature85 as the eﬃciency of the photo-thermal
mechanism leading to the excitations increases with temperature. The enhanced response
at 30 K and the appearance of the peak A (30.7 meV) at 30 K, which is not visible at
4.6 K, conﬁrm that the relative intensity of the impurity peaks increases with temperature.
Merlet et al.80 compared the positions of the peaks reported by several other researchers.
In Fig. 5.12, the peaks A, B, C, and D observed at 30.7, 34.4, 38.3, and 39.6 meV has been
previously reported at 30.37, 34.50, 38.38, and 39.63 meV, respectively, by Merlet et al. The
deviation of the energy values fall within the spectral resolution. A theoretical calculation
of acceptor states of Si along with experimental results have been presented by Onton et
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Figure 5.11: (a) Detectivity of the p-Si/Si HIWIP (Sample:79) detector at 25 µm under diﬀerent
bias voltages at 4.6 K. Despite the high responsivity observed at high bias voltages, the detectivity
decreases with increasing bias. This variation is due to the drastic increase of noise current with
increasing bias voltage. (b) Variation of the detectivity with temperature.
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Figure 5.12: NIR/VLWIR dual-band response of the p-Si/Si HIWIP (Sample:79) detector measured
at 30 K under -1 V bias. The arrows indicate the positions of impurity transitions of Boron in Si
(A, B, C, and D), and the absorption due to the optical phonon in Si (E).
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Figure 5.13: (a) Dark I-V characteristics of the p-Si/Si HIWIP (Sample:79) detector at diﬀerent
temperatures. The 300 K background photocurrent curve at 25 K is also shown. (b) Calculated activation energy (∆), and corresponding threshold wavelength (λt ) with bias, based on the Arrhenius
model.
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al.86 Furthermore, the small absorption dip around 19 µm is due to the optical phonon of
Si, which has been observed at 63 meV (19.6 µm).
The dark I-V characteristic curves at diﬀerent temperatures and the 300 K background photocurrent measured at 25 K are shown in Fig. 5.13 (a). Dark current increases
drastically possibly due to hopping conduction79 beyond a bias of ±1 V (an electric ﬁeld
of 10 kV/cm). Based on the dark and the 300 K background photocurrent measurements
at diﬀerent temperatures, performed using a closed-cycle refrigerator with a cold shield at
70 K and under 60◦ ﬁeld-of-view (FOV), the BLIP temperature at ±0.9 V was determined
as 25 K. The activation energy (∆) was calculated using the Arrhenius model, and the variation of the calculated ∆ and the corresponding λt with applied bias are shown in Fig.5.13
(b). The calculated λt is in good agreement with the observed threshold in the bias range
from -0.75 to 0.75 V. Beyond this region, the dark current from tunneling dominates the
thermal current, as seen in the I-V characteristic curves. As a result, the Arrhenius model
diverges under high applied bias voltages, resulting in invalid values for ∆.

5.4

Conclusion
HIWIP dual-band structures based on p-GaAs/GaAs and p-Si/Si, which can detect

NIR and MIR/FIR radiation were demonstrated. Based on a theoretical model and experimental data, the transitions in the structures giving rise to NIR and MIR/FIR responses
can be determined. The NIR response can be explained in terms of interband transitions
in the undoped GaAs and Si barrier layers in the two structures, and the NIR wavelength
thresholds correspond to the bandgaps of GaAs and Si. The FIR response arises due to
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free carrier absorption and intraband transitions in the emitter. The high performance
of the detector demonstrates the potential for applications where detection in both NIR
and MIR/FIR is important. Using diﬀerent material systems such as GaN/AlGaN instead
of GaAs or Si based systems can extend the detection capability of the detector into the
UV range, providing a dual band detector covering UV and FIR regions (see Chapter 6).
In addition, the impurity transitions of Boron in Si were conﬁrmed based on the spectral
response of a Si-based HIWIP detector.

Chapter 6
GaN-Based Heterojunction Dual-Band
Detectors

6.1

Introduction
Detectors based on the GaAs/AlGaAs material system were of interest for develop-

ing IR devices during the past few decades. GaAs/AlGaAs detectors covering a wide range
from NIR-to-FIR72, 87, 65, 63 have been developed using diﬀerent concepts and techniques.
Due to the rapid development of group III-As based device structures, mainly detectors,
lasers88 , and focal plane arrays,10, 89, 90 the optimization of device structures has been readily achieved. Further improvements may require the use of other material systems, which
have advantages in diﬀerent regions compared to the GaAs/AlGaAs system. Presently, as
a group III-V material, GaN has attracted the interest of the scientiﬁc community for the
development of wide bandgap electronic and optoelectronic devices. UV detectors,91, 92 UV
light emitting diodes,93, 94, 95 and laser diodes96 have been successfully demonstrated, and
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are widely available for commercial applications such as ﬂame detection, UV imaging, solar
UV detection, as well as applications for industries such as those focusing on military, agricultural, and automotive products. In the IR range, researchers have reported GaN/AlGaN
Schottky photodiodes,97 and QWIPs.98 In the FIR region, one advantage of GaN-based
detectors over GaAs based ones is that the reststrahlen region of GaAs can be accessed
with GaN, gaining a broad response from 20 µm and above. Moreover, GaN shows radiation hardness and the wide band gap of GaN reduces interband tunneling compared to the
case of GaAs based devices. Also the higher eﬀective electron mass for GaN will reduce the
thermal emission. However, the development of GaN high speed optoelectronic devices with
improved performance is still in its infancy since the growth of high-quality GaN/AlGaN
heterostructures is limited by the availability of suitable lattice-matched substrate materials and by the process/material knowledge base. In this chapter, HEIWIP detectors99, 100
based on GaN/AlGaN heterostructures, which can be operated in both UV and IR regions,
are presented. Detecting multiple wavelength bands with a single detector has a number of
advantages as discussed before. So far, several dual-band detectors72, 3, 71 based on group
III-As material systems (GaAs, AlAs, and InAs), operating in NIR, MIR, VLWIR, and FIR
regions have been reported. In Chapter 5, homojunction device structures based on GaAs77
and Si101 having a dual-band response in NIR and VLWIR wejre discussed. GaN-based
dual-band detectors102 already demonstrated can detect UV and NIR radiation. UV/IR
dual-band detectors are particularly useful in applications where the detection of both the
UV and IR radiation is important. One example is ﬁre and ﬂame detection where ﬁres
emit radiation from the UV to the IR, and diﬀerent ﬂames such as hydrogen and coal have
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signiﬁcant intensity variation in their emission spectrum in the UV and IR regions.
Two preliminary GaN/Alx Ga1−x N HEIWIP detectors (denoted as 1158 and 1547)
with diﬀerent Al fractions in the barrier (0.026 and 0.1) were analyzed and results demonstrates the UV/IR detection capability. In a manner similar to HIWIPs, the UV detection
is due to an interband transition process, while the MIR/FIR detection is from free carrier
absorption in the emitter/contact followed by internal photoemission over the barrier at the
GaN/AlGaN interface. In a HEIWIP structure, the emitter and the barrier are made of
materials with diﬀerent bandgaps (in HIWIPs, both the emitter and the barrier are made
of the same material). The work function is deﬁned as ∆ = ∆d + ∆x , where ∆d is the
contribution from bandgap narrowing due to a doping diﬀerence between emitter and barrier (similar to HIWIP) and ∆x is the band oﬀset due to diﬀerent materials in the emitter
and the barrier. Thus, compared to HIWIPs, HEIWIP dual-band structures have a higher
ﬂexibility to adjust the response wavelength region in both bands. The UV detection, which
was observed over a temperature of 300 K to 4.2 K, has a threshold of 360 nm with a peak
responsivity of 1-15 mA/W at 300 K. The detectors show a free carrier IR response in the
3-8 and 8-14 µm ranges for operating temperatures up to 120 K. In addition, this work
demonstrates that 54 µm (5.5 THz) detection is possible based on the 1s-2p± transition
of Si donors in GaN. There is also a response in the range 7-14 µm, which is tentatively
assigned to transitions from C impurities and N vacancies in the barrier region. Moreover,
a ﬂat response in the 30-300 µm range, which is visible only at low temperature (4.2-6 K),
is also observed. Several possible explanations for this observation are given later in this
chapter.
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A comparison between the IR absorption of a 1 µm thick GaAs ﬁlm on a GaAs
substrate and a GaN ﬁlm on a sapphire substrate is shown in Fig. 6.1. Both ﬁlms are ndoped to a density of 5×1017 cm−3 . The absorption calculation was carried out considering
both the ﬁlm and the substrate. The absorption is higher in the region above 40 µm for
GaN compared to GaAs even though the absorption coeﬃcient of GaAs is higher than
GaN. This absorption is due to the high reﬂection at the GaN-Sapphire interface. Due to
strong TO phonon-photon interactions and phonon absorption, there is a deep valley at
∼18 µm in the responsivity curve of a GaN/AlGaN detector (∼37 µm for GaAs/AlGaAs).
The GaN/AlGaN detectors reported in this chapter are not optimized to have the best
performance in either UV or IR regions. The response of the present single period detectors
can be signiﬁcantly enhanced by incorporating multi-periods of emitter/barrier layers. In
comparison with a GaAs/AlGaAs HEIWIP detector103 with multi-periods responding in
5-20 µm range, the reported GaN/AlGaN detector has a higher response even with a single
period. However, the detectivity is lower than the GaAs/AlGaAs detector. This could be
due to the increased dark current (also the increased noise current) as a result of the response
at 54 µm due to the transitions of Si impurity atoms in GaN, which will be discussed in
detail.
In order to improve the performance of the detector in UV and IR regions, several
approaches are also addressed. For an eﬀective UV/IR dual-band detection capability,
the two components of the photocurrent generated by UV and IR mechanisms should be
separable and measured simultaneously. In order to test this, a measurement setup capable
of performing simultaneous UV and IR photocurrent measurements was built. Finally, a
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Figure 6.1: A comparison of the calculated IR absorption of 1 µm thick 5×1017 cm−3 n-doped GaAs
and GaN ﬁlms in the IR region. The absorption calculation was carried out considering both the
ﬁlm and the substrate. Due to higher absorption in the region above 40 µm, GaN would be a good
candidate for FIR detector development.
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dual-band detector design, which allows not only the measurements of the two components
of the photocurrent generated by UV and IR radiation simultaneously, but also optimizes
the UV and IR responses independently, is proposed.

6.2

GaN/AlGaN Structures: Growth and Experiment
The HEIWIP structure was grown by OMCVD on a sapphire substrate, and it

consists of a Si doped n+ GaN emitter layer (which also serves as the top-contact), an
undoped Alx Ga1−x N barrier, and an n+ GaN bottom-contact layer, as shown in Fig. 6.2
(a). The thickness and the doping density of the GaN emitter, and the GaN bottomcontact are 0.2 µm, 5×1018 cm−3 , 0.7 µm, and 5×1018 cm−3 , respectively, and the thickness
of the undoped Alx Ga1−x N barrier is 0.6 µm. Two preliminary detectors have the same
structure except the Al fraction in the barrier (x), which is 0.026 for 1158 and 0.1 for 1547.
The structures were processed to form square mesa elements with diﬀerent active areas by
dry etching techniques. The ohmic contacts were formed by deposition of Ti/Al/Ti/Au
(metalization) on the top- and bottom-contact layers. After the metalization, the device
structure was annealed under a N2 gas ﬂow at 700 ◦ C temperature for two minutes. The
annealed sample was mounted on chip carriers and wire bonds were made from each mesa
of the sample to the chip carrier.
Dark I-V measurements were performed using a Keithley 2400 source meter on all
the mesas of the sample in order to check for uniformity of the structure. The spectral response of the detector in the UV region was obtained using an Oriel Deuterium UV source,
UV/VIS monochromator, and neutral density ﬁlters, and spectra were calibrated using a
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Figure 6.2: (a) Schematic diagram of the GaN/AlGaN HEIWIP structure. The doping concentration
of the GaN emitter is 5×1018 cm−3 , while the GaN bottom-contact is doped to 5×1018 cm−3 . The
AlGaN barrier is not intentionally doped. By design, the Al fraction of Alx Ga1−x N is 0.026 for 1158
and 0.1 for 1547. (b) Band diagram showing the conduction/valence band (CB/VB) proﬁle of the
structure and the transitions leading to UV/IR dual-band responses.
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background spectrum obtained by a Hamamatsu photomultiplier tube with a known sensitivity. Spectral measurement in the IR region for normal incidence radiation was carried
out by using a Perkin Elmer System 2000 Fourier Transform Infrared (FTIR) spectrometer.
The spectra were calibrated relative to a background spectrum obtained by a Si composite bolometer with the same set of optical components (for more details, see Appendix A:
Device Characterization).
The dual-band detection involves two detection mechanisms. The energy band
diagram indicating the transitions due to both mechanisms is depicted in Fig. 6.2 (b).
The UV detection is based on interband transitions of carriers in the Alx Ga1−x N barrier,
while the IR response is due to free carrier absorption (intraband) followed by internal
photoemission in the emitter/barrier junction. More details are given in the following
sections.

6.3

UV Responsivity Modeling
The UV spectral response is due to interband transitions of carriers in the AlGaN

barrier layer. The theoretical UV response is obtained based on a model64 in which the
absorption coeﬃcient for interband transitions was calculated using the permittivity model
in Ref.104, 105 with the appropriate parameters for AlGaN given in the same references. The
dielectric function associated with the interband transition can be approximated by
(E) =
where

0 (E)

and

0E (E)

0 (E)

+

0E (E)

+

1 (E)

+

1E (E)

+
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are the contribution from 3D critical point E0 and exciton contri-

bution at E0 , respectively. The contribution from E1β (β = A, B, and C) critical points
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and excitons at E1β are given by
denoted by

∞.
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The terms are given by
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B1β and Γ1β are the strength and damping constants of E1β transitions, respectively.
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X and G2D are the strength parameters and binding energy at E , respectively.
where B1β
1β
1β

The frequency dependent damping constant is given by
Γj (E) = Γj exp[−αj (

E − Ej 2
) ],
Γj

(6.8)

where j = 0, 1A, 1B, 1C; Γj is the frequency independent damping constant and αj is
a broadening parameter. More details on the model and values of the parameters can be
found in Ref.105
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Figure 6.3: (a) Real/imaginary parts of the dielectric function, (b) refractive index and extinction
coeﬃcient, and (c) absorption coeﬃcient and optical skin depth (the distance at which the intensity
falls to 1/e of its original value), calculated for hexagonal GaN, based on the model dielectric
function.
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The optical electrical ﬁeld strength is then calculated from the transfer matrix
approach64 and the absorption is determined from the Poynting vector and the imaginary
part of the permittivity. The model assumes that all excited carriers should escape and be
collected.
The calculated real/imaginary parts of the dielectric function, refractive index/extinction coeﬃcient, and absorption coeﬃcient/optical skin depth (the distance in the medium
at which the intensity of the optical ﬁeld reduced by a factor of 1/e compared to the incident intensity) are given in Fig. 6.3 (a), (b), and (c), respectively. The calculated and
experimentally measured responsivity for the 1158 detector (to be described later) at a -0.5
V bias are shown in Fig. 6.4 (a). (For implementation of the model, see Appendix C)
The bandgap of the Alx Ga1−x N alloy is given by,106
Eg (eV ) = 6.13x + 3.42(1 − x) − 1.08x(1 − x),

(6.9)

where x is the Al fraction in the Alx Ga1−x N alloy. The wavelength threshold of interband
transitions λ0g (in nm) is given by λ0g = 1240/Eg with Eg in eV.

6.4

IR Responsivity Modeling
The band diagram indicating the conduction band proﬁle and the transition of elec-

trons leading to free carrier response is shown in Fig. 6.2(b). The detection mechanism107
involves free carrier absorption in the emitter, followed by internal photoemission of photoexcited carriers across the interfacial barrier, and then collection of carriers by the applied
electric ﬁeld at the contacts. The oﬀset between the Fermi level in the emitter layer and
the conduction band edge of the barrier layer forms the interfacial workfunction (∆), which
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arises due to the band oﬀset of diﬀerent materials and the band gap narrowing68 of the
highly doped emitter layer. The threshold wavelength λ0 (in µm) is given by 1240/∆,
where ∆ is in meV.
The IR response of the detector is characterized by the threshold (λ0 ), where the
response approaches zero, the peak responsivity (Rp ) where the response reaches its peak,
and the peak quantum eﬃciency (ηp ). The basic approach of the responsivity calculation for
a detector is outlined below following the process reported previously.107, 74 The responsivity
is given by
R = qηλ/hc,

(6.10)

where q is the electron charge, η is the total quantum eﬃciency of the detector, λ is the
wavelength, h is Planck’s constant and c is the speed of light. The total quantum eﬃciency
is the product of the photon absorption eﬃciency (ηa ) and the internal quantum eﬃciency
(ηi ), η = ηa ηi . The collection eﬃciency is assumed to be 1 since the maximum barrier height
is at the interface.
Compared to HIWIP dual-band detectors, the HEIWIP structure has extra ﬂexibility to adjust the response wavelength ranges. In fact, for a given material system, the
wavelength threshold of the interband response in HIWIP can not be changed, while in
HEIWIPs, the wavelength threshold of interband response can be changed by adjusting the
alloy fraction in the barrier. In other words, the wavelength thresholds of both the interband and intraband responses of a HEIWIP can be adjusted at the device design stage.
These aspects are discussed in more detail in the following sections.
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6.5

Experimental UV Response
The UV spectral responsivity measurement was performed using a UV spectrome-

ter setup consisting of a Deuterium UV source, a DK480 monochromator, and UV focusing
elements. The incident UV light was modulated by a copper, and the photocurrent generated by the detector was then measured by a lock-in ampliﬁer. The monochromator and
lock-in ampliﬁer are both controlled by LabView programs (for more details, see Appendix
B). The spectra are calibrated using a photomultiplier tube with a known sensitivity (for
more details, see Appendix A: Device Characterization). The UV responses of both detectors 1158 and 1547 are shown in Figs. 6.4 and 6.5, respectively. UV photons excite
the valence electrons in the AlGaN barrier layer, and the generated electron-hole pairs are
separated by the applied electric ﬁeld before recombination, as shown in Fig. 6.2 (b). The
UV wavelength threshold observed at 360 nm matches the band gap of Alx Ga1−x N alloys
calculated using Eq. 6.3. Due to autodoping in GaN, it is expected that the barrier region
will be n-doped to ∼ 1017 cm−3 even though no intentional doping was carried out. This
autodoping may enhance the UV detection by increasing the gain in the UV detector due
to trapping of minority carriers at the interface.108
The calculated UV responsivity along with the experimental response for the 1158
detector under -0.5 V bias at 300 K is shown in Fig. 6.4 (a). Even though the ﬁgure shows the
response above 250 nm, which is due to the limitation of measurement setup, the detector is
expected to show shorter wavelength response below 250 nm. As shown in Fig. 6.4 (b), when
the bias applied across the detectors was increased, the responsivity increases, and a similar
variation was observed for forward bias, while the responsivity under forward bias is slightly
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Figure 6.4: (a) Comparison of the calculated and experimental UV response of 1158 at 300 K. UV
photons excite the valence electrons in the AlGaN barrier layer, and the generated electron-hole
pairs are separated by the applied electric ﬁeld before recombination. (b) Variation of the UV
responses of 1158 detector with bias at 300 K. (c) UV responsivity of 1158 for a -0.5 V bias at
diﬀerent temperatures from 80-300 K. There is a small red-shift in the wavelength temperature.
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Figure 6.5: UV responsivity of several mesas of the 1547 detector at 300 K for a -1 V bias. A 20%
variation in the responsivity from mesa to mesa can be observed.
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weaker. When the temperature is increased, no signiﬁcant variation in the responsivity was
observed, as shown in Fig. 6.4 (c). This is expected, since there is no thermal mechanism
associated with the UV response mechanism. The red-shift of the wavelength threshold (see
inset to Fig. 6.4 (c)) that occurs when the temperature is increased is due to the band gap
variation with temperature. Moreover, the UV responsivity of several mesas of the 1547
detector at 300 K is shown in Fig. 6.5. A 20% variation in the responsivity from mesa
to mesa can be observed, implying a reasonable device uniformity. Most commercial UV
detectors work at room temperature, and the goal of this study is to demonstrate a UV/IR
dual-band detector with IR detection operating at high temperatures (above 77 K) and UV
detectors operating at temperatures up to 300 K. However, presently the 1158 and 1547
detectors do not show competitive UV response, and hence the device design needs to be
optimized to improve the UV and IR detection performance independently.

6.6

IR Response Due to Free Carrier Absorption
the IR spectral response measurement was carried out on both 1158 and 1547

detectors at temperatures 5.3-120 K (for more details on measurement technique, see Appendix A: Device Characterization). The variation of the IR response of 1158 in the 8-14
µm range as a function of bias at 5.3 K is shown in Fig. 6.6 (a). The calculated response at
a -1 V bias is also shown in the ﬁgure. The detector has a λ0 of 14 µm with a peak at 12
µm. The reststrahlen absorption of GaN falls in the 14-20 µm region, drastically reducing
the photoresponse, as is evident from Fig. 6.6 (a). The spectral measurements performed on
several mesas conﬁrm that the detector response is consistent. The response in the 8-14 µm
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Figure 6.6: (a) Spectral response of the detector measured at 5.3 K for diﬀerent biases, and the
calculated free carrier response ﬁtted with the experimental curve at -1 V. The sharp drop at 14
µm is due to the reststrahlen in GaN. (b) Spectral response measured at 20, 30, 60 and 80 K for
a -0.5 V bias. The 10-14 µm response decreased in strength as the temperature increased beyond
60 K.
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region is due to free carrier absorption, as expected from the theoretical calculation. The
√
detector has a peak responsivity of 0.8 A/W and a detectivity of 2.5×1010 cm Hz/W at
5.3 K. The responsivity drastically decreases with decreasing bias, and zero response was
observed at 0 V bias, conﬁrming the lack of photovoltaic eﬀects. A similar but slightly
weaker response was observed for the detector under forward bias. The photoconductive
gain at -1, -0.75, and -0.5 V biases is 1.3, 0.7, and 0.4, respectively. In addition, a peak
in the 11-13.6 µm range superimposed on the free carrier response is also observed, and
the origin of this peak is discussed later. The response below 14 µm can be obtained up
to an operating temperature of 80 K, and Fig. 6.6 (b) shows the responsivity at 20, 30, 60
and 80 K for a -0.5 V bias. The response at 80 K is weak, only showing a signature of the
response in the 10-14 µm region.
Similar to 1158, the 1547 detector shows two distinguishable IR response bands; 38 µm and 8-13 µm. This can be clearly observed in the responsivity curve shown in Fig. 6.7
(a). The short region response 3-8 µm is the expected free carrier response as designed (see
Fig. 6.7 (b)), while the response in the region 8-13 µm could be due to impurity related
transitions in the structure, which will be discussed in the following section. The oscillations
in the response spectrum can be ﬁtted with Fabry-Perot interference that originates in the
structure. At 65 K, this detector has a maximum free carrier responsivity of 76 mA/W
with a λ0 of 8 µm, and an impurity response of 120 mA/W at 11.2 µm. Furthermore, the
free carrier response was observed up to 120 K, as shown in Fig. 6.7 (c), and the response
in the range 8-13 µm drastically decreased with increasing temperature. This temperature
dependent variation is good evidence that the responses in the two regions are associated
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Figure 6.7: (a) Spectral response of the 1547 detector measured at 65 K for diﬀerent biases. (b)
Calculated free carrier response ﬁtted to the experimental curve at 80 K and at a -2 V bias. (c)
Variation of the spectral responsivity with temperature for a -2 V bias. The response in the 8-13 µm
region decreased in strength as the temperature increased.
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with two diﬀerent mechanisms. The lower temperature for the impurity is associated with
the lower energy required for thermal excitation, depleting the impurity states.

6.7

Eﬀects of Impurities on the IR Response
The broad peak superimposed on the free carrier response of the 1158 detector in

the 11-13.6 µm region (see Fig. 6.8 (a)) is assumed to be caused by either Carbon impurities
or Nitrogen vacancies. The reported donor ionization energy of Carbon109 falls in the 0.110.14 eV range, while the binding energy of N vacancy110 is about 0.1 eV. As the donors in
the barrier will be widely scattered, they will act as a hydrogenic atom, and the standard
hydrogenic energy level model can be used to determine the location of absorption peaks
associated with a given transition. Carbon can be unintentionally introduced into GaN
during the growth, either as a donor at a Ga site, or as an acceptor at a N site, mainly
through the organic precursors. Assuming that the two peaks observed at 11.9 µm (104.2
meV) and 13.3 µm (93.2 meV) are due to transitions of the ﬁrst impurity excited-state, the
ionization energies were calculated to be 139 and 124 meV, respectively. These ionization
energy values in the 140-110 meV range support the assumption that the corresponding
transitions are Carbon donor related impurity transitions. Transitions related to Carbon
acceptors (0.89 eV of ionization energy)109 fall out of the spectral range reported here
(below 1.4 µm), although the Carbon acceptors are preferred in GaN.111 The measurements
performed on diﬀerent devices provide consistent results.
Similarly, as shown in Fig. 6.8 (b), the 1547 detector shows an impurity response
in the 7-13 µm range with two peaks at 9 and 11 µm (138 and 113 meV, respectively). Thus,
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Figure 6.8: Impurity-related responses of the (a) 1158 and (b) 1547 detectors. The broad peak in
the 11-13.6 µm and 8-13 µm regions (for 1158 and 1547, respectively) superimposed on the free
carrier response is probably due to Carbon impurities and/or Nitrogen vacancies in the structure.
The response at 54 µm (5.5 THz) observed for both detectors at 5.3 K is based on 1s-2p± transition
of Si donors in GaN.
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these features could also be due to transitions between carbon impurity states. Furthermore,
the temperature variation of the response implies further that the two response regions are
associated with two diﬀerent mechanisms. Depleting the impurity states makes the impurity
response visible only at low temperatures. For detectors with a threshold above 14 µm, these
impurity transitions enhance the response. Detectors designed to have shorter thresholds
(below 14 µm) operating at high temperatures will not show the expected performance at the
designed temperature, because the thermal excitations take place through impurity states.
However, to reduce the incorporation of carbon, which aﬀects the IR detector response,
alternative group III precursors can be explored.
As shown in Fig. 6.8 (a) and (b), a sharp peak at 54 µm (5.5 THz) is observed for
both 1158 and 1547 detectors at 5.3 K. The energy corresponding to this peak is 23 meV.
The donor binding energy of Si in GaN has been found112 to be 29 meV, and the transition
from 1s to 2p± level occurs at 21.9 meV. Moore et al.113 have reported the 1s-2p± transition
of Si in GaN at 23.3 meV and the donor eﬀective mass binding energy of 31.1 meV. Hence,
the sharp response peak observed at 23 meV can be identiﬁed as 1s-2p± transition of Si
donors in GaN. IR absorption measurement is a well known technique to identify the shallow
impurities such as Si in GaN. This study not only conﬁrms the 1s-2p± transition of Si in
GaN but also shows that a GaN/AlGaN detector can be a 5.5 THz detector. Since the
donor states of Si in intentionally doped GaN are clearly understood and stable, a 5.5 THz
detector could be developed based on the 1s-2p± transition, and the result is promising
even for an unoptimized detector. This result is consistent with the impurity associated
response observed for GaAs- and Si-based HIWIPs in Chapter 5.
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6.8

Terahertz Radiation Detection Based on n-GaN/AlGaN
HEIWIPs
In addition to the free carrier and impurity-related responses discussed above, there

is also a slower mechanism which responds out to 300 µm (1 THz), as shown in Fig. 6.9.
This response could possibly be due to either a thermal or pyroelectric eﬀect. The two
curves shown in the ﬁgure were taken with two scan speed settings (optical path diﬀerence
velocity-OPD) in the FTIR spectrometer. Under a high OPD velocity (1 cm/s), only the
Si impurity-related response at 54 µm in the 20-300 µm range is visible in the FIR region.
When the OPD velocity is reduced to its minimum value (0.05 cm/s), the broad ﬂat response
extending to 300 µm is observed. In order to test for possible thermal mechanisms, three
samples with diﬀerent sizes (1158 structure) but with a mesa having the same optical area
were fabricated. If the detection is due to a thermal mechanism, one would expect that the
photocurrent is proportional to the change in temperature of the sample. Therefore, if the
same amount of radiation is incident on all the samples, the responsivity should be inversely
scaled with the sample thermal mass. However, the observed responsivity variation for three
samples scaled with the total mass of the sample (not inversely scaled). As a reason, it was
found that the amount of IR radiation collected by each sample is not the same. Since the
three samples collected diﬀerent amount of IR radiation, it was not possible to determine
whether the terahertz response is originated from a thermal mechanism. Other potential
detection mechanisms such as pyroelectric eﬀects have not yet been studied. However, a
study of the origin leading to this response will not only justify the terahertz detection, but
also lead to understanding its eﬀects when optimizing the detectors for shorter wavelengths.
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Figure 6.9: The full IR range response of the 1158 detector at 5.3 K for a -1 V bias. There are three
response mechanisms, which can contribute to the photocurrent: free carrier response, impurityrelated response, and a ﬂat terahertz response. The ﬂat response is slow and could be possibly due
to a pyroelectric or other mechanism. At high speed scanning mode, other than the free carrier
response only the impurity-related response (dash-line) is visible in the FIR region.
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6.9

Dark Current, Noise, and Capacitance Measurements
The dark I-V characteristics of the detectors were obtained as explained in Ap-

pendix A: Device Characterization. The I-V characteristics of the 1158 detector at diﬀerent
temperatures, along with the 300 K background photocurrent curve measured at 30 K, are
shown in Fig. 6.10 (a). Based on the dark and the photocurrent measurements, the BLIP
temperature is 30 K. A higher BLIP temperature is expected for this detector, however, it
is possible that the BLIP temperature is reduced by the eﬀects of the FIR response (THz
response) mechanisms, which are observed at low temperatures.
The dark I-V characteristics of the 1547 detector at temperatures of 80-300 K are
shown in Fig. 6.10 (b). A comparison between the dark current densities of both detectors
(1158 and 1547) is shown in Fig. 6.10 (c). The dark current densities for 1547 are lower
than that for 1158, and this variation, as expected, is due to the lower free carrier threshold
of 1547 than that of 1158. However, both detectors have higher dark current density than
other detectors operating in the similar regions. This increase is possibly ascribed to the
hopping conductivity of Si impurity electrons in the barrier. The presence of Si impurities
has been conﬁrmed by the response peaks corresponding to photoionization of impurity
atoms, which was discussed in the previous section.
Preliminary noise measurements were carried out on both 1158 and 1547 detectors
(for details of the measurement technique, see Appendix A: Device Characterization). The
measurements were conducted at the same temperatures and bias voltages as were used
during spectral response measurements. These measurements were done with the detector
under dark conditions. The dependence of the noise current (In ) of 1158 on applied bias
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Figure 6.10: (a) The I-V curves of the 1158 detector at diﬀerent temperatures under dark conditions,
and the 300 K background photocurrent at a temperature of 30 K. The detector has a BLIP of 30
K, which is lower than the expected BLIP temperature. (b) Dark current of the 1547 detector at
temperatures in the range 80-300 K. (c) Comparison of the dark current density of 1158 and 1547
detectors. The lower dark current for 1547 is expected, because the free carrier threshold of 1547 is
shorter than that of 1158.
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at 5.3 K, and on temperature for a -0.5 V bias is shown in Fig. 6.11 (a) and (b). A similar
variation of the noise current was observed for 1547 detector as shown in Fig. 6.11 (b).
As the bias and the temperature increased, the noise current also increased, similar to
other IR detectors.58, 59, 57 Both detectors under any operating temperature showed a 1/f
noise component. The exact exponent for the noise spectrum was determined by ﬁtting
the noise current density, Sn ( = In2 ), as shown in Fig. 6.11 (d). The value of the slope
of the linear ﬁt is ∼-0.95 (= -1 for 1/f), and very close values were obtained for all other
noise spectra. Based on the dark current and noise spectra, the photo conductive gain can
be calculated (for more details, see Appendix A: Device Characterization). The calculated
photoconductive gain for the 1158 detector at -1, -0.75, and -0.5 V bias values are 1.3, 0.7,
and 0.4, respectively. Furthermore, the detectivity of the detector (reported before) was
calculated using the noise current under given conditions.
Capacitance-voltage (C-V) and capacitance-frequency (C-f) measurements were
carried out on both detectors (for details of the measurement technique, see Appendix A:
Device Characterization). Under the operating conditions, the capacitance values of devices
are required at the camera development stage, since the detector array is coupled with
readout electronics. However, the primary aim of capacitance measurements in this work
is to understand the impurities in the barrier layers. First, consider the results obtained
for the 1547 detector shown in Fig. 6.12 (b) and (c). A similar frequency dependence was
observed for a forward bias. The variation in the capacitance indicates the presence of space
charge (most probably from ionized impurities) in the barrier layer. When the frequency
dependence of the capacitance is considered, it is observed that at high frequencies and
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Figure 6.11: Noise current spectra measured for the 1158 for dark conditions at (a) 5.3 K under
diﬀerent bias values, and (b) diﬀerent temperatures for -0.5 V bias. (c) Noise current spectra
measured for 1547 at 80 K. (d) The 1/f behavior of noise current density of 1547 detector. The
linear ﬁt with a slope of -0.95 conﬁrms the 1/f dependency of noise current density.
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Figure 6.12: (a) C-f curves for the 1158 detector. (b) Linear plot of C-f for 1158 detector showing
negative capacitance at 1 MHz under bias values below -1.1 V. The dashed-line indicates the geometrical capacitance. (c) Measured C-V and (d) C-f for the 1547 detector at 77 K. At high frequency
and low bias, the capacitance equals the geometrical value for a parallel plate capacitor.
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low bias the measured value corresponds to the geometrical capacitance of a parallel plate
capacitor with an area equal to the mesa area and a separation equal to the barrier thickness.
This is due to the voltage changes being too fast for the impurities to react at the low bias.
As the frequency decreases, the impurities have time to become charged and the capacitance
increases rapidly with decreasing frequency. As the bias is increased, carriers due to the
dark current ionize the impurities, making them respond faster. This increases the value
at which the capacitance begins to be above the geometrical value. This trend can also be
seen in the C-V measurements which show a steadily increasing capacitance with the bias.
The results observed for the 1158 detector as seen in Fig. 6.12 (a) and (b) were very
diﬀerent from those for the 1547 detector. For positive bias, it showed a nearly constant
capacitance. However, for negative bias, there was a step observed in the capacitance in the
range of -0.2 to -0.5 V. For high frequencies, this step decreased the capacitance, and for
1 MHz the capacitance becomes negative114 under bias values below -1.1 V. Although the
reason for the step pattern observed in the 1158 detector is not known and needs further
investigation, the presence of interface states115 may be one possible explanation.

6.10

UV/IR Dual-Band Response
The UV/IR dual-band response of detectors is shown in Fig. 6.13. While UV de-

tection is possible at any temperature up to 300 K, the free carrier response can be obtained
up to 80 and 120 K for the 1158 and 1547 detectors, respectively. Also, both detectors have
the 54 µm impurity-related response at 5.3 K. The experimental and calculated wavelength
thresholds of both detectors in UV and IR regions are shown in Fig. 6.14.
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Figure 6.13: (a) UV/IR dual-band response of the (a) 1158 and (b) 1547 detectors. The IR response
is visible up to 80 K for the 1158 detector and up to 120 K for the 1547 detector, while the UV
response can be obtained at any temperature up to 300 K. The response at 54 µm (5.5 THz) which
is due to the transition between 1s and 2p± impurity levels of Si in GaN is also shown.
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Figure 6.14: Experimental and calculated wavelength thresholds in UV and IR regions for the two
GaN/Alx Ga1−x N HEIWIP detector structures with x = 0.026 and 0.1.
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The dual-band detection approach reported here can be used to develop dualband detectors tailored to speciﬁc applications. This is more easily achievable with HEIWIP than HIWIP detectors. By adjusting the material composition in the layers, the
thresholds for the interband and intraband responses can be tailored separately. For an
Alx Ga1−x N/Aly Ga1−y N based detector, if the Al fraction is varied in both the emitter and
barrier by the same amount, only the interband threshold will change, while the intraband
threshold remains constant. Alternatively varying only the emitter Al fraction, the intraband threshold could be varied without changing the interband threshold. Moreover, the
resonant cavity eﬀects can be used to tailor the IR response peak to the desired wavelength.
By adjusting the materials, it will be possible to tune the interband threshold from the
UV to the NIR, and the intraband threshold from the MIR to the FIR. This dual-band
approach with HEIWIP detectors can be tested with other materials such as InN, InGaN,
AlGaN, and AlN. InN could give an interband response in the NIR region, while InGaN
could respond in the VIS-NIR regions. A UV interband response could be expected from
an AlN based detector. Also, as the response for the two processes originate at diﬀerent
locations, it will be possible to design a device that is capable of separately measuring both
components simultaneously. The idea is to use three contacts to measure the two current
components simultaneously, and separate the UV and IR contributions from these current
components. This idea is explained in detail later.
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6.11

UV Detection Enhancement
In comparison with commercial UV detectors, the reported GaN/AlGaN HEIWIP

UV/IR dual-band detectors have much lower UV responses. The probable cause for the low
UV response is the high absorption of UV radiation within the 0.2 µm thick top-contact
layer. The absorption coeﬃcient for GaN is > 105 cm−1 and the skin-depth (δ) is < 0.1 µm,
as shown in Fig. 6.3, which means that in the 0.2 µm thick top-contact, the absorption would
be 90% or greater. Also the carriers generated by the absorption of UV radiation in the
top-contact do not contribute to the photocurrent. In order to understand the eﬀects of the
top-contact, a series of samples with diﬀerent top-contacts (0.2, 0.1, 0.05, 0.02, and 0 µm)
from the 1547 structure were fabricated by etching the top-contact out, except directly
under the metal ring. A schematic diagram of these samples is shown in Fig. 6.15 (b).
These samples were then tested for I-V measurements and UV/IR response measurements.
Below, the labels “Unetched” and “Etched” will refer to the original detector and the
detector after etching the top-contact, respectively. In the completely etched-structure,
UV radiation is directly incident onto the barrier layer, and a maximum absorption of UV
radiation can be expected. However, there will be a reduced IR detection under reverse
bias (top-contact is negative) since there is no emitter region for free carrier absorption.
As shown in Fig. 6.16 (a), the dark current of the etched-detector was decreased
by more than an order of magnitude when the top-contact was completely etched. Since the
top-contact has been removed inside the metal ring, the eﬀective electrical area of the device
was reduced, leading to a higher resistance, and hence lower dark current. A comparison of
the UV and IR responses between all the samples is shown in Figs. 6.16 (b) and 6.17. The
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Figure 6.15: Device structure showing (a) the original device and (b) the processed device with the
top-contact layer etched away inside the ring contact. Because the AlGaN layer was 400 µm wide
and only 0.6 µm thick, when the window was etched into the GaN layer, the electric ﬁeld in the
AlGaN layer did not spread laterally a signiﬁcant distance. Although no ﬁeld lines are drawn in the
center due to the very low ﬁeld value, there will be still a small ﬁeld at the center ( 0.7% of the ﬁeld
at the edges).
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Figure 6.16: (a) A comparison of the dark current of the detectors with diﬀerent top-contact etching
depths. (b) UV responsivity spectra for etched-samples with diﬀerent etch depths. (c) Variation of
the UV response at 250 nm with the top-contact thicknesses. The optimum top-contact thickness
is found to be ∼ 0.1 µm.
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Figure 6.17: A comparison of IR response of unetched- and etched-detectors. The IR response of the
completely etched-detector for a reverse bias has been reduced by a factor of 20, since the thickness
of the emitter is reduced by etching, which reduces IR absorption in the emitter. However, there is
still non-zero IR response due to impurity transitions in the barrier and a portion of the top-contact
left under the ring contact in the structure.
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UV response was measured at a temperature if 300 K for a -1 V bias, while the IR response
was determined at 80 K for a -3 V bias, and all the samples were measured in a single
run to minimize any change in the measurement setup. By etching the top-contact, the UV
response was enhanced by a factor of 3, while the IR response was reduced by a factor of 20.
For the completely etched-detector, even though the absorption in the barrier layer is high,
the expected enhancement was not achieved. This could be due to the reduced collection
eﬃciency of the excited carriers as a result of the non-uniform electric ﬁeld distribution in
the barrier and hence the weak ﬁeld in the middle of the barrier, as shown in Fig. 6.15 (b).
Considering the UV responsivity variation as shown in Fig. 6.16 (c), the optimum thickness
seems to be approximately 100 nm, which is much larger than the thickness needed for a
uniform electric ﬁeld distribution. The IR response of the etched-detectors under reverse
bias has reduced signiﬁcantly, since the thickness of the emitter is reduced by etching, which
reduces IR absorption in the emitter. However, there is still a non-zero IR response due
to impurity transitions in the barrier and the portion of the top-contact left under the
ring contact in the structure. These results were considered in order to design a UV/IR
dual-band detector for simultaneous measurements, which is discussed in the next section.

6.12

Simultaneous Measurements of UV and IR Responses
Before proceeding to simultaneous measurements of UV and IR photo current

components, it would be useful to test the eﬀects of UV on IR response and eﬀects of
IR on UV response. Hence, the 1547 detector was used to measure the two photocurrent
components when both UV and IR radiation is incident onto the detector. In order to per-
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Figure 6.18: (a) A comparison of the IR response of the device without (w/o) UV irradiation (solid),
and with UV irradiation ( 4 µW, dashed). The IR response shows a signiﬁcant drop. (b) The UV
response of the device without (w/o) and with 10.5 µm IR radiation (7.5 nW) incident onto the
detector.
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form simultaneous response measurements for UV and IR radiation, a UV-IR dual response
spectrometer setup was built by using two monochromators, two sources (UV and IR), and
UV and IR focusing elements (for more details, see Appendix A: Device Characterization).
Both UV and IR incident light beams were modulated (at two separate frequencies) and
were measured simultaneously with two lock-in ampliﬁers. This approach allows measurements using any desired combination of UV and IR illumination. A series of UV and IR
measurements was performed on the 1547 detector. First, the IR response was measured
without UV incident onto the detector as shown in Fig. 6.18 (a) (solid line). Then the UV
response without IR incident on the device was measured as shown in Fig. 6.18 (a) (solid
line). The dual response of the detector was measured in two diﬀerent scanning modes; 1)
The full range IR response when 4 µW of 300 nm UV radiation is incident on the detector,
2) The full range UV response when 7.5 nW of 10.5 µm IR radiation is incident on the
detector. As shown in Fig. 6.18 (a), the IR response decreased with the presence of 300
nm UV radiation, while on the other hand, the UV response did not change when 10.5 µm
radiation was incident on the detector as shown in Fig. 6.18 (b).
The 10.5 µm IR response with the simultaneously measured UV response of the
detector and the UV intensity when the UV region is scanned are shown in Fig. 6.19. In the
200-240 nm wavelength region, there is no UV response shown due to an optical window
used in the setup, blocking almost all of the incident UV radiation as can be seen from the
UV intensity curve, and the IR response is at a constant level. However, when the window
starts to transmit UV radiation, the 10.5 µm FIR response starts to decrease. When the
UV response reaches zero above 360 nm, the IR response starts to increase, however, the
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Figure 6.19: (a) The IR response of the detector at 10.5 µm measured simultaneously with the UV
response (c) when the UV response was scanned in the range 200-400 nm. (b) The UV intensity
incident on the detector. The IR power incident on the detector was 7.5 nW, while the peak UV
power was 4 µW for the solid curve and 1.5 µW for the dashed curve. Both UV and IR spectra
were measured simultaneously.
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signal does not reach the initial level as the window is still transmitting UV radiation even
though the device does not respond to this wavelength UV radiation. The observed drop of
the IR response due to UV photogeneration for a 4 µW peak UV power is about 44%. When
the peak UV power is reduced to 1.5 µW, the drop is reduced to 27%. Based on these
experimental results on simultaneous measurements, there are three eﬀects that appear to
be occurring: 1. the UV illumination produces a persistent reduction in the IR response
from the impurities, but not from the free carriers; 2. the UV illumination produces a
reduction in the IR at all wavelengths which lasts only while the illumination is occurring;
and 3. the IR radiation does not cause a decrease in the UV response.
While the dual-band detectors detect both UV/NIR and IR radiation, the two components of the photocurrent generated by UV/NIR and IR radiation cannot be separated
out without using external optical ﬁlters. External optical components reduce the incident
radiation intensity, and hence decrease the performance of the device. As the response for
the two processes originate at diﬀerent locations, it will be possible to design a device that
is capable of separately measuring both components of the photocurrent simultaneously.
The idea is to use three contacts to measure the two separate currents simultaneously, and
then from these currents to separate the UV and IR contributions. The processed device
structure and the conduction/valence band proﬁle for the proposed design are shown in
Figs. 6.20 and 6.21, respectively. The expected wavelength thresholds in the UV and IR
regions are 350 nm and 14 µm, respectively. The photocurrent generated by IR radiation
can be measured with the middle- and bottom-contacts (IR active region) under both forward and reverse bias. The UV skin-depth (see Fig. 6.3 (c)) is smaller than the combined
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Figure 6.20: Schematic diagram of a processed GaN/AlGaN HEIWIP detector structure designed
for simultaneous measurement of the two components of the photocurrent generated by UV and IR
radiation.
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Figure 6.21: Conduction and valence band proﬁle of the proposed device structure designed for
simultaneous measurement of the two components of the photocurrent generated by UV and IR
radiation.
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thickness of the UV active region, and hence the intensity of UV radiation incident onto
the IR active region is insigniﬁcant. As a result, UV absorption does not take place in
the IR active region. The component of the photocurrent generated by UV radiation can
be measured with top- and middle-contacts. Since the top-contact is etched out leaving
only a ring-contact, there is no eﬀective emitter-barrier junction when the top-contact is
negatively biased. Therefore, under this conﬁguration, there is no free carrier generated
IR photocurrent expected in the UV active region. The structure was grown, processed,
and tested for UV/IR simultaneous measurements. Preliminary results demonstrate the
potential UV and IR simultaneous detection capability of three-contact detectors.

6.13

Conclusion
GaN/AlGaN UV/IR dual-band HEIWIP detectors responding in the UV (200-360

nm) and IR (8-14, 3-13, and 20-70 µm) regions. The UV response is based on interband
transitions in the barrier, while the IR response is due to intraband transitions in the emitter
followed by photoemission across emitter/barrier interface. The responses of two detectors
in the 8-14 and 3-8 µm ranges are due to free carrier absorption in the structure, while
the response at 54 µm (5.5 THz) is based on 1s-2p± transition of Si donor atoms in GaN.
Some minor response contributions associated with impurity states in the system were also
observed. By adjusting the material or the alloy fraction, the threshold of the interband
and intraband responses can be tailored. Based on theoretical models and experimental
results, the transitions leading to each band are explained. This work also demonstrates
how detectors responding in several wavelength regions can be made by using diﬀerent
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Sample
1388

Structure
Type
DWELL

MG386

T-QDIP

MG764
MG593

T-QDIP
Bi-QDIP

Sample
RU003

Structure
Type
GaAs-HIWIP

79

Si-HIWIP

1158

GaN-HEIWIP

λP (µm)
[∆λ/λ(%)]
6.25 [28]
10.5 [22]
23.3 [39]
6.2 [10]
17 [37]
50 [66]
5.5 [6]
23.3 [13]
λRange
(µm)
up to 0.82
5-70
up to 1
5-40
up to 0.36
8-14
54

RP (mA/W)
@ T (K)
120 @ 80
125 @ 80
40 @ 80
620 @ 80
150 @ 300
6 @ 80
19 @ 80
9 @ 80
RP (A/W)
@ T (K)
8 @ 20
7 @ 20
0.3 @ 30
1.4 @ 30
0.015 @ 300
0.8 @ 5.3
6.5 @ 5.3

η×g
(%)
2.8
1.8
0.4
12
1.1
0.02
0.43
0.05
η×g
(%)
120
16
46
7
5.2
7.6
15

D* (Jones)
1.4 × 109
1.5 × 109
4.6 × 108
1.2 × 1010
1 × 107
5 × 107
3 × 109
1.2 × 109
D* (Jones)
@ T (K)
6 × 109
5 × 109
6.7 × 108
3.1 × 109
2.5 × 1010
5.8 × 1010

Tmax
(K)
80
80
80
300
300
150
140
140
Tmax
(K)
20
20
30
30
300
80
5.3

Table 6.1: A summary of selected detectors demonstrated in this work along with their speciﬁcations.
λP , λRange , ∆λ/λ, RP , g, η, D*, T, and Tmax stand for peak wavelength, response wavelength
range, FWHM, peak responsivity, photoconductive gain, quantum eﬃciency, detectivity, operating
temperature, and maximum reported operating temperature, respectively.
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material systems. The weak UV response of the detector is due to the high absorption
of UV radiation in the top-contact layer, which does not contribute to photocurrent. By
etching out the top-contact layer, it is shown that the UV response of the detector can be
enhanced. It is also possible to design a dual-band detector that can be used to measure
the two components of the photocurrent generated by UV and IR radiation simultaneously.
Moreover, this design allows the optimization of UV and IR responses independently. By
adjusting the material or the alloy fraction, the threshold wavelength of the interband and
intraband responses can be tailored to the selected wave bands.
The properties of selected detectors reported in this work are listed in Table 6.1.
Each detector shows responses in two or three wavelength bands and has both advantages
and disadvantages over the other detectors. Based on an analysis, it is apparent that QDbased detectors and HIWIP/HEIWIP detectors can be categorized into two groups. QD
based detectors exhibit narrow response peaks, which can be represented by peak wavelength
(λP ) and full-width at half maximum (FWHM) (∆λ/λ), whereas the HIWIP/HEIWIP detectors respond in a broad wavelength region, which can be presented by the response wavelength range (λRange ) or λ0 . QD-based detectors have lower conversion eﬃciency (product
of quantum eﬃciency and gain) than that of HIWIP/HEIWIP detectors. This is attributed
to the strong quantum conﬁnement in QD-based detectors. On the other hand, the high
conversion eﬃciency in HIWIP/HEIWIP detectors is partly associated with photoconductive gain in the structure. The QD-based detectors show the capability of high temperature
operation. However, it is important to note that the operating temperature is associated
with the operating wavelength.
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This work demonstrate the feasibility of multi-band detectors that are based on
diﬀerent detector architectures and concepts. These detectors can be employed in numerous multi-band as well as single-band applications, as explained in Chapter 1. The
primary advantage of terahertz T-QDIP and HIWIP/HEIWIP FIR detectors over the thermal detectors such as bolometers and TGS detectors is their fast response. T-QDIPs and
HIWIP/HEIWIP detectors are photon detectors and do not use the slower thermalization
processes, which is the primary detection mechanism in bolometers or TGS detectors. In
comparison with the Si BIB detectors, the main advantage will be in the increased operating
temperature, greatly reducing the cooling requirements. This is an important feature for
space-based applications where moving from 20 K to higher temperatures is a major advantage. The selection of the most suitable detector has to be made based on its performance,
operation conditions, and the nature of the application.
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Appendix A
Device Characterization

A.1

I-V-T and C-V-T Measurements
The devices are mounted on chip carriers with silver epoxy and individual devices

are wire bonded to separate leads of the carriers. These structures are then mounted in
a variable temperature liquid He cryostat. The I-V-T characteristics are measured with a
Keithley 2400 Source Meter. Up to 10 mesas can be mounted and a computer controlled
Keithley Switch System is used to connect one mesa at a time to the source meter, as shown
in Fig.A.1. The setup is controlled using an inhouse software program. Measurements are
made for both bias polarities, where a positive bias denotes a positive polarity on the topcontact. For measurements under dark conditions, the device is wrapped with a shielding
material (several layers of Aluminum foil) and another 77 K cold shield is also used. A
KRS window is used for 300 K background photocurrent measurements and the detector
is open to the 300 K background. Data, which consist of voltage and current under a
given temperature, are automatically saved in Excel ﬁles. For C-V-T measurements, an HP
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Source Meter

Closed Cycle
Refrigerator
Or Cryostat

Switch System

Computer

LCR Meter
Detector
Current Amplifier
Signal Analyzer

Figure A.1: Block diagram of the experimental setup for I-V-T (source-meter/switch-system), C-V-T
(LCR-meter), and noise measurements (current-ampliﬁer/signal-analyzer).
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4284A high precision LCR Meter is used and a block diagram of the setup is also shown in
Fig.A.1. Data collection is carried out using an inhouse software program and the data ﬁle
contains voltage, capacitance, frequency, inductance, and resistance.
The BLIP temperature is determined based on the dark- and photocurrents (300
K background). The BLIP temperature is the temperature at which the dark current starts
to dominate the photocurrent for a given bias voltage.

A.2

Spectral Response Measurements and Calibration
The spectral response of the device under test and a Si composite bolometer with

a known sensitivity, are measured with a Perkin Elmer System 2000 Fourier Transform
Infrared (FTIR) Spectrometer. The two spectra are obtained concurrently with the same
combination of optical windows, beamsplitter, and ﬁlters, so that the optical path is identical. This can be eﬀectively done using a modiﬁed dewar setup in which two detectors are
mounted, as shown in Fig. A.2. The calibration process includes several steps as discussed
below.
The device spectrum (Id ) is then divided by the bolometer spectrum (Ib ) and
multiplied by the bolometer sensitivity (S0 ) to obtain the voltage responsivity of the device:
R(V /W ) =

GS0 Id
.
Ib

(A.1)

Here G is a geometrical factor which corrects for diﬀerences in the radiation-incident-area of
the detector and the bolometer. To obtain the current responsivity, the voltage responsivity
is divided by the eﬀective resistance. As the detector and the load resistor act as a voltage
divider for the photocurrent, the eﬀective resistance Re is the parallel combination of the
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Dewar
Computer
Detector 2

Electrical Path

Rotatable
Sample
Holder

FTIR
Optical Path
Window

Detector 1

Figure A.2: Diagram of the experimental setup for IR spectral measurements. Optical and electrical
paths are denoted by dark and light arrows, respectively. Two detectors (detector 1 and detector 2)
can be mounted in the dewar and one detector is chosen at a time to measure the spectral response.
By this way, the spectral responses of both the device under test and the bolometer can be measured
concurrently so that the optical path for both is the same.
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load Rl and the detector dynamic resistance Rd = dV /dI, yielding Re = Rl Rd /(Rl + Rd ).
The ﬁnal current responsivity is given by

R(A/W ) =

A.3

GS0 Id (Rl + Rd )
.
(Ib Rl Rd )

(A.2)

Noise Measurements and Detectivity
The speciﬁc detectivity (D∗ ) of the devices at diﬀerent temperatures and applied

biases is obtained from the measured peak responsivity (Rp ), noise current density (Si ), and
the illuminated area of the detector (A). The latter are measured with a dual channel Fast
Fourier Transform (FFT) signal analyzer and a SR570 low noise current pre-ampliﬁer, as
shown in Fig. A.1. A thick copper plate at the device temperature is used as the radiation
block to provide the dark conditions for the measurements. The value of D∗ is calculated
from
D ∗ (Jones) =

Rp A1/2
1/2

,

(A.3)

Si

with Si = i2n /∆f , where in is the noise current, and ∆f is the noise band width.
The quantum eﬃciency is given by

η=

hcRp
,
gqλ

(A.4)

where h is the Planck constant, c is the speed of light, g is the photoconductive gain, q is
the electron charge, and λ is the wavelength.
The photoconductive gain (g) can be deﬁned as the ratio of the total collected
carriers to the total excited carriers by both thermal and photo excitations. For QDIPs,
assuming carrier emission and capture are due to the generationrecombination process, g
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can be derived experimentally from15

g=

Si
1
,
+
4qId 2N

(A.5)

where Id is the measured dark current and N is the number of QD layers.
For HIWIPs and HEIWIPs, this can be expressed as,

g=

A.4

Si
.
4qId

(A.6)

UV/IR Dual-Band Spectrometer
A typical UV spectrometer setup consists of a UV source, a grating monochro-

mator, an optical chopper, a lock-in ampliﬁer, and focusing elements. The UV signal is
modulated by the chopper, and the photocurrent is then measured using the lock-in ampliﬁer. The monochromator and lock-in ampliﬁer are both computer controlled. The system
is calibrated by use of a photomultiplier tube and a standard calibration lamp. In order
to perform simultaneous response measurements for UV and IR radiation, a UV-IR dual
response spectrometer setup was built using two monochromators, two sources (UV and
IR), two lock-in ampliﬁers, and UV and IR focusing elements as shown in Fig. A.3. Both
UV and IR incident light beams were modulated (at two separate frequencies) and were
measured simultaneously with two lock-in ampliﬁers. This approach allows measurements
using any desired combination of UV and IR illumination. The dual response of the detector
can be measured in two diﬀerent scanning modes; i) the full range IR response is measured
when UV response at a constant wavelength is measured with time, ii) the full range UV
response is measured when IR response at a constant wavelength is measured with time.
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Diﬀerent versions of Lab View programs (see Appendix B) are used to control the setup.
The calibration of the spectra uses the same procedure explained in the previous section,
however, in the UV region, a photomultiplier tube with known sensitivity is used instead
of the bolometer.
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IR Source

Chopper 2
Monochromator 2
(IR)
IR Optical Path

Chopper 1
Monochromator 1
(UV)
UV
Source

UV Optical Path
Detector

Lock-In Amplifier 1

Mirror

Electrical Path

Lock-In Amplifier 2

Computer
Figure A.3: The experimental setup for measuring the UV and IR responses simultaneously. The
dark lines indicate the light paths, while the light lines indicate the electrical path. The two monchromators and lock-in ampliﬁers are separately controlled by the computer to obtain both responses.

Appendix B
Software Development with LabView 7.1:
UV/IR Dual-Band Spectrometer

The dual-band spectrometer is controlled using an inhouse software program developed with LabVIEW 7.1. The main front panel and its functions are explained in following
ﬁgures. The setup is a combination of UV and IR spectrometers. The UV and IR components are controlled simultaneously. Also the UV and IR response curves are visualized
in two panels. There are two scanning modes that user has to select; (i) detector response
with changing wavelength, and (ii) detector response with time. In general, when one component of the response is scanned over the wavelength, the other component is scanned over
the time. Before starting the scan, all the parameters have to be set properly. Although
only two major panels are shown in this section, there are a number of sub-VIs (virtualinterfaces) and popup windows, which provide suﬃcient instructions during the runtime,
linked with the main front panel.
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The main front panel of the UV/IR dual-band spectrometer software.

dual-band spectrometer software.

10
11

12

13

14
15

UV spectrometer control panel: DK480
monochromator and SRS lock-in amplifier.

Check/Record the current position in the
SPEX monochromator.

Monitor the variation of the detector
response at a given wavelength with time.

Select the scan-mode: Response against
wavelength OR variation with time at a given
wavelength (specify in “Wavelength for timescan”).

Select a filter in DK480.

Set the entrance and exit slit widths in
DK480.

C

1

2

3

4

5

7

Monitor the variation of the detector
response at a given wavelength with time.

Select the grating in DK480 (UV, VIS-NIR, or
MIR).

9

UV spectrometer control panel: SPEX
monochromator and EG&G lock-in amplifier.

B

6

8

LabVIEW menu bar.

A

Exit the program. Note: stop the scan in
progress before exciting.

Stop the scan.

Start the scan.

Specify the location for data files.

Comments related to the scan (sample
number, scan parameters, etc.).

Check if you don’t need the data to be saved.

Graph for IR response (Response Vs
Wavelength OR Response Vs time).

Graph for UV response (Response Vs
Wavelength OR Response Vs time).
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Functions of sub-modules and scan parameters to be set in the main front panel of the UV/IR
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Expanded view of the front panel of the UV/IR dual-band spectrometer software, showing scan
parameters to be set.

Specify the maximum sensitivity allowed in the
lock-in amplifier.

22
23

Specify the step wavelength (resolution).
Specify the wavelength to be fixed for “TimeScan”.

18

19

Specify the time delay between two measurements
(note: the chopper speed has to be considered).

Specify the minimum sensitivity allowed in the lockin amplifier.

21

Specify the ending wavelength in the scan.

17

Specify the number of readings to average.
Averaging is done with a gradient check.

20

Specify the starting wavelength in the scan.

16
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Scan parameters to be set in the main front panel of the UV/IR dual-band spectrometer software.
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”Monitor” popup window in the UV/IR dual-band spectrometer software.

Specify the wavelength to be set.
Specify the delay between measurements.
Start, stop monitoring, and exit the sub
program.

24
25
28

Response of the detector in Volts.
Graph showing the variation of the response (in
Volts) with time.

26
27
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Parameters to be set in the ”Monitor” popup window in the UV/IR dual-band spectrometer software.

Appendix C
Programs Developed with MATLAB 6.5.1

C.1

Transfer Matrix Method

In this section, implementation of a model developed to ﬁnd the solutions for the energy
levels and transmission probability in a quantum heterostructure is given. The model was
proposed by Anemogiannis et al.54 The program can be used to obtain the possible energy
states in a 2-D quantum structure, the lifetime and transmission probability corresponding
to each energy state. A basic description of the model and some results obtained using this
program are given in Section 3.2. In order to use the program, all the parameters (layer
thickness, potential energy, and eﬀective electron mass) needed to construct the band diagram (see Fig. 3.2 (b)) are required.

This program is compatible with MATLAB Version 6.5.1 or higher.
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%*************************************************************************
% ****** Calculation of Transmission Probability in a 2D Quantum Heterostructure*******
%*************************************************************************
hbar=3.29e-4; %h bar divided by 2 in eV ps
%------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------%Potential@ 0 V Bias
Eofs=[0,0.11811, -0.1919, 0.11811, -0.46571, 0.11811, -0.1919, 0.11811, 0];
% Layer thickness
d=1e-9*[1,3.0, 2.5, 3.0, 2.0, 3.0, 3.5, 3.0, 4];
m* = m0 x m
m=[0.067, 0.0919, 0.07011, 0.0919, 0.05974, 0.0919, 0.07011, 0.0919, 0.067]; %
%------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------max=9;
Bias=-0.200; %eV
Eres1=0.188; %0.2
Ew=Eres1; % Input
% --------------------- Calculation of the Band Diagram under Bias V ----------------------------th=d/1e-10;
dd = zeros(1,max);
Vofs = zeros(1,max);
Eqd=zeros(1,2);
sum=0;
for count=1:max,
dd(count)=sum+th(count)/2;
sum=sum+th(count);
end
PE = zeros(1,sum);
z = zeros(1,sum);

EF=Bias/sum;
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count=1;
for q=1:max,
for s=1:th(q),
z(count)=count-1;
PE(count)=EF*(sum-count-1)+Eofs(q);
count=count+1;
end
end
count=1;
for q=1:sum,
if count<=max
if q>=dd(count)
Vofs(count)=PE(q);
count=count+1;
end
end
end
% -------------------------- Calculating the Transmission Probability -------------------------------% Vofs is the potential matrix under bias V
V=Vofs;
index=max;
fileno=1;
na=num2str(fileno);
name = strcat('T_E_Design',na,'.txt'); % Output file for T(E)
fid1 = fopen(name,'w');
name = strcat('DarkCurrent.txt'); % Output file for dark current
fid2 = fopen(name,'w');
m0= 9.109e-31; %kg 510998.903 eV
e0= 1.6e-19; % electron charge
h= 6.626e-34; % SI %4.135667e-15; %eV
Nd=5e14; %m-2
sigma=0.040/2.3; %meV
Lp=sum*1e-8; %in cm
weteffm=m(4)*m0;
bareffm=m(2)*m0;
kb=8.61738573e-05; %eV
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Te=77; %K % Input
Area= p1*0.03^2; % cm^2
E=-1.0;
for q=1:2000,
k=5.125e9*sqrt(m.*(E-V)); %m
for c=1:index-1,
m11(c)=0.5*(1+k(c+1)*m(c)/m(c+1)/k(c))*exp(-i*k(c)*d(c));
m12(c)=0.5*(1-k(c+1)*m(c)/m(c+1)/k(c))*exp(-i*k(c)*d(c));
m21(c)=0.5*(1-k(c+1)*m(c)/m(c+1)/k(c))*exp(i*k(c)*d(c));
m22(c)=0.5*(1+k(c+1)*m(c)/m(c+1)/k(c))*exp(i*k(c)*d(c));
end
m1 = [m11(1),m12(1);m21(1),m22(1)];
m2 = [m11(2),m12(2);m21(2),m22(2)];
m3 = [m11(3),m12(3);m21(3),m22(3)];
m4 = [m11(4),m12(4);m21(4),m22(4)];
m5 = [m11(5),m12(5);m21(5),m22(5)];
m6 = [m11(6),m12(6);m21(6),m22(6)];
m7 = [m11(7),m12(7);m21(7),m22(7)];
m8 = [m11(8),m12(8);m21(8),m22(8)];
M=m1*m2*m3*m4*m5*m6*m7*m8;
t=1/M(1,1);
T=(k(index)*m(1)/k(1)/m(index))*abs(t)^2;
fprintf(fid1, '%12.8f\t%12.8e\n', E,abs(T)); % Printing T(E)
% ----------------------------- Calculating the dark current at bias V --------------------------Fermi=(V(3)+V(5))/2-0.088; % Input
Eqd(1)=Eres1-1.240/10; % Input
Nqd=2*Nd/(Lp*2.5066*sigma)*exp(-(E-Eqd(1))^2/(2*sigma^2));
temp=th(1)+th(2)+th(3);
Ec=PE(temp);
if (E-Ew)>=0
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Nw=4*pi*weteffm/(Lp*h^2)*1e-19;
else
Nw=0;
end
if (E-Ec)>=0
Nb=8*pi*1.4142*bareffm^1.5/h^3*sqrt((E-Ec)*1.6e-19)*1e-19;
else
Nb=0;
end
f=1/(exp((E-Fermi)/(kb*Te))+1);
N=(Nqd+Nw+Nb)*1e-6;
Nem=N*f*T;
mu=1000; %cm2 V-1 s-1
Vs= 1e7; %cm/s
v = mu*F/(sqrt(1+(mu*F/Vs)^2));
Id = e0 * v * Nem * Area % Dark current at bias V
fprintf(fid2, '%12.8f\t%12.8e\n', E,Id); % Printing Id at field EF;
% Note: In order to obtain the total current, Id sould be % integrated over E, using standard
% integration function (Eg: Origin).

E=E+0.001; %eV
end
F=EF*1e8; %V/cm
fclose(fid);
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%************************************************************************
% *********************** Calculation of the Wavefunction *********************
%************************************************************************

V=[0, 0.09033, 0, -0.46571, 0, 0.11811, -0.0919, 0.11811, 0]; % Potential at V
d=1e-9*[4.0, 4.0, 4.0, 2.0, 1.0, 3.0, 5.0, 3.0, 40.0]; % Layer thickness
m=[0.067, 0.0753, 0.067, 0.04822, 0.067, 0.0919, 0.07702, 0.0919, 0.067]; % m*= m x m0

index=9; %1..7
mm(:,:,:)=0;
E=0.0108; %meV
na=num2str(1);
name = strcat('Design1WF',na,'.txt'); % Output file name
fid = fopen(name,'w');
k=5.125e9*sqrt(m.*(E-V)); %m
for c=1:index-1,
m11(c)=0.5*(1+k(c+1)*m(c)/m(c+1)/k(c))*exp(-i*k(c)*d(c));
m12(c)=0.5*(1-k(c+1)*m(c)/m(c+1)/k(c))*exp(-i*k(c)*d(c));
m21(c)=0.5*(1-k(c+1)*m(c)/m(c+1)/k(c))*exp(i*k(c)*d(c));
m22(c)=0.5*(1+k(c+1)*m(c)/m(c+1)/k(c))*exp(i*k(c)*d(c));
end
for c=1:index-1,
mm(c,1,1) = m11(c);
mm(c,1,2) = m12(c);
mm(c,2,1) = m21(c);
mm(c,2,2) = m22(c);
end
A=zeros(1,index);
B=zeros(1,index);
A(1)=1;
B(1)=0;
for c=1:index-1,
b=[A(c);B(c)];
MM=[mm(c,1,1), mm(c,1,2); mm(c,2,1), mm(c,2,2)];
x=inv(MM)*b;
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A(c+1)=x(1);
B(c+1)=x(2);
end
sum=0;
for q=1:index
sum=sum+d(q);
end
step=0.01e-9;
max=round(sum/step);
dd=zeros(1,index);
dd(1)=d(1);
for c=2:index,
dd(c)=dd(c-1)+d(c);
end
z=0;
c=1;
temp=round(dd(1)/step);
for q=1:temp,
si=A(c)*exp(i*k(c)*(z-dd(1)))+B(c)*exp(-i*k(c)*(z-dd(1)));
fprintf(fid, '%6.2e\t%12.8f\n', z,si);
z=z+step;
end
c=2;
for q=1:(max-temp),
if z>=dd(c)
c=c+1;
end
si=A(c)*exp(i*k(c)*(z-dd(c-1)))+B(c)*exp(-i*k(c)*(z-dd(c-1)));
fprintf(fid, '%6.2e\t%12.8f\n', z/1e-10,si); % Printing the wavefunction data
z=z+step;
end
fclose(fid);
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C.2

Calculation of Physical Constants for Hexagonal GaN
and UV Responsivity

In this section, implementation of a model developed to obtain physical constants for hexagonal GaN are given. The model was proposed by Kawashima et al.104 A basic description
of the model and some results obtained using this program is given in Section 6.3. In order
to calculate the UV responsivity, the program ﬁrst calculates the dielectric function and
the absorption coeﬃcient. Then the UV responsivity is calculated using the model in Ref. 69

This program is compatible with MATLAB Version 6.5.1 or higher.
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%*************************************************************************
% ************** Calculation of Physical Constants for Hexagonal GaN***************
%*************************************************************************
e_in=0.426;
A=41.251; %eV
B1=[0.778,0.103,0.920]; %eV
Bx1=[2.042,1.024,1.997]; %eV
Tau00=0.287; %eV
Tau11=[0.743,0.428,0.440]; %eV
a0=1.241;
a1=[0.240,0.011,0.005];
G2D1=[0.0003,0.356,1.962]; %eV
E0=3.750; %eV
E1=[6.010,8.182,8.761]; %eV
Aex0=0.249; %eV
G3D0=0.030; %eV
% e = dielectric constant
% l = wavelength in nm, lmin-lmax = wavelength range
% E = Energy
lmin=130;
lmax=600;
index=lmax+1-lmin;
l = zeros(1,index);
E = zeros(1,index);
for t = 1:index,
l(t) = lmin-1+t; %nm
E(t) = 1240.0/l(t); %eV
end
%Calculation of epsilone0
Tau0=Tau00*exp(-a0*((E-E0)/Tau00).^2);
X0=zeros(index);
X0=(E+i*Tau0)/E0;
e0 = zeros(index);
e0 = A*E0.^-1.5.*X0.^-2.*(2-(1+X0).^0.5-(1-X0).^0.5);
%Calculation of epsilone0E (exiton of E0)
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e0E = zeros(1,index);
for m=1:100,
e0E = e0E + (Aex0./(m^3*(E0-(G3D0/m^2)-E-i*Tau0)));
end
%Calculation of epsilone1 (other CPs)
Tau1 = zeros(3,index);
Tau1 = [Tau11(1)*exp(-a1(1)*((E-E1(1))/Tau11(1)).^2); Tau11(2)*exp(-a1(2)*((EE1(2))/Tau11(2)).^2); Tau11(3)*exp(-a1(3)*((E-E1(3))/Tau11(3)).^2)];
X1 = zeros(3,index);
X1 = [(E+i*Tau1(1,:))/E1(1);(E+i*Tau1(2,:))/E1(2);(E+i*Tau1(3,:))/E1(3)];
e1 = zeros(1,index);
for m=1:3,
e1 = e1 + (-B1(m)*X1(m,:).^-2.*log(1-X1(m,:).^2));
end
%Calculation of epsilone1E (exiton of other CPs)
e1E = zeros(1,index);
for p=1:3,
for q=1:100,
e1E = e1E + Bx1(p)./((2*q-1)^3*(E1(p)-(G2D1(p)/(2*q-1)^2)-E-i*Tau1(p,:)));
end
end

%Total dielectric constant
e = e0 + e0E + e1 + e1E + e_in;
%e = 2+i*zeros(1,index);
% ep1 = real(e);
% ep2 = imag(e);
n = zeros(0,index);
n = sqrt(e);
%n = sqrt((sqrt(real(e).^2+imag(e).^2)+real(e))/2);
K = zeros(0,index);
K = sqrt((sqrt(real(e).^2+imag(e).^2)-real(e))/2);
abcoeff = zeros(0,index);
abcoeff=4*pi*K./(l*1e-7);
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Ref = zeros(0,index);
Ref = ((n-1).^2 + K.^2)./((n+1).^2 + K.^2);
plot(E,imag(e),E,abs(real(e))); % Plotting imaginary/real parts of the dielectric constant
plot(E,K);

% **********Transfer Matrix Method and Calculating UV Responsivity ***************
k = E/1.24/1e-4; % cm^-1
n0 = ones(1,index);
n1 = n;
n2 = n;
n3 = n;
n4=2.22724-0.00279*l+6.68807e-6*l.^2-7.65017e-9*l.^3+4.01177e-12*l.^4-7.70215e16*l.^5;
%n4 = ones(1,index);
n5 = ones(1,index);
d=[2.29e-4,0.6e-4,0.7e-4,500e-4,500e-4]; %cm
W = 1.5; %micron
for t=1:index,
x1=n0(t)/n1(t);
x4=n3(t)/n4(t);
T1 = 0.5*[1+(n0(t)/n1(t)),1-(n0(t)/n1(t));1-(n0(t)/n1(t)),1+(n0(t)/n1(t))];
T2 = 0.5*[1+(n1(t)/n2(t)),1-(n1(t)/n2(t));1-(n1(t)/n2(t)),1+(n1(t)/n2(t))];
T3 = 0.5*[1+(n2(t)/n3(t)),1-(n2(t)/n3(t));1-(n2(t)/n3(t)),1+(n2(t)/n3(t))];
T4 = 0.5*[1+(n3(t)/n4(t)),1-(n3(t)/n4(t));1-(n3(t)/n4(t)),1+(n3(t)/n4(t))];
T5 = 0.5*[1+(n4(t)/n5(t)),1-(n4(t)/n5(t));1-(n4(t)/n5(t)),1+(n4(t)/n5(t))];
D1 = [exp(i*2*pi*k(t)*n1(t)*d(1)),0;0,exp(-i*2*pi*k(t)*n1(t)*d(1))];
D2 = [exp(i*2*pi*k(t)*n2(t)*d(2)),0;0,exp(-i*2*pi*k(t)*n2(t)*d(2))];
D3 = [exp(i*2*pi*k(t)*n3(t)*d(3)),0;0,exp(-i*2*pi*k(t)*n3(t)*d(3))];
D4 = [exp(i*2*pi*k(t)*n4(t)*d(4)),0;0,exp(-i*2*pi*k(t)*n4(t)*d(4))];
D5 = [exp(i*2*pi*k(t)*n5(t)*d(5)),0;0,exp(-i*2*pi*k(t)*n5(t)*d(5))];

Q=T4*D3*T3*D2*T2*D1*T1;
detQ=Q(1,1)*Q(1,2)-Q(2,1)*Q(2,2);
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R(t) = (abs(Q(2,1)/Q(2,2)))^2; % Calculating reflection
T(t) = (abs(x1*x4/Q(2,2)))^2; % Calculating transmission
RR(t) = Q(2,1)/Q(2,2);
End
Abs = 1-R-T; % Calculating Absorption
for t=1:index,
T1 = 0.5*[1+(n0(t)/n1(t)),1-(n0(t)/n1(t));1-(n0(t)/n1(t)),1+(n0(t)/n1(t))];
D1 = [exp(i*2*pi*k(t)*n1(t)*d(1)/2),0;0,exp(-i*2*pi*k(t)*n1(t)*d(1)/2)];
QQ=D1*T1;
EF0=[1.0;-RR(t)];
EFF0(t)=1-RR(t);
EF00(t)=abs(EF0(1)+EF0(2));
Epm=QQ*EF0;
Eout(t)=abs(Epm(1)+Epm(2));
Res(t)=4*3.14*imag(e(t))*Eout(t)^2*W/1.24;
end

plot(l,Abs); % Plotting absorption
plot(l,Res); % Plotting responsivity

